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ice upon which the imprimatur’ of John
~$ Wesley is marked; and Con gregationalists
are perhaps too much devoted to the prosperity and success of the separate independent realm comprised in each distinct
and sovereign congregation, The alliance
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14,

church, Glasgow, or any other Presbyterian + magnate to preach in Westminster
Abbey; or if he did give such invitation,

"Tie not when earth its charms prolong,
Thy face we sce.

it could not be carried out without infringe-

Oh, when our treacherous heart has erred

ment of ecclesiastical law and exposure
to ecclesiastical
penalty and censure.
The Dean's lectores are remarkable for

And sweetly been forgiven,
.
Then are its depths with music stirred
Like that in heaven.

their calm and thoughtful spirit, their kind-

And when the idols have been torn
From out its holy place,
And we can but in silence mourn

ly catholic
lectures on
ly he can
tions and
his own,

"Dis then the glory from above
Its darkness all dispels,
;
Till beading cherubs crowned with love,
The light reveals.

* To watch and weep;
"Tis then He takes us to His heart

In all our helplessness,

And doth His wondrous love lmpart,
—=

And joy and peace.

Thrice biest through suffering thus to come
80 very near our Liofd;
Oh, what must be yon blissful home

He hath prepared.

— Presbyterian.

English

Correspondence.

Loi

——

Deuny, ENGLAND,

Jan. 22, 1872.

tone, and their thorough grasp

of the subject.

Nor mercy trace;

While we in weakness only stand

They show, as much as his

the Eastern Church, how readiplace himself amid the associatraditions of a communion not
and make himself thoroughly

-~

at home among strangers and aliens.
another feature, too, will not escape

onerous sphereof duty,

or altogether re-

accommodate themselves to circumstances,

tire from pastoral service in ‘the Church,
Possibly his own mind may not be made up

itaplengss!

Even critical brethren have senses accom-

we are talking about.

in the matter, and the only thing he now

But

&t Bloomsbury more than another year,

It

is the defect of the Congregational system,
torates

with

any

advantage

or success.

are almost unknown and impossible among
us.

The

old man

must altogether disap-

pear from the scene, dnd the young man be
in undisputed and sole possessionof the
pulpit, or there is but little probability of
general quietness, satisfaction and peace.
The article which appeared in the Westminster Review about Baptists, and which bas
received

far

more attention than it deserv-

new Actof Uniformity, and by destroying
church

extinguish

aspira-

tions which they did not profesése satisfy,

themselves to their

The Prince

But in skimming thé Fulton street meeting
let me not be supposed to take off the meet-

ing itself.

The excrescences are taken off,

that they may be discriminated as sueh, and

that the genuine and even divine

substance

may be the better appreciated.
We go back, then, to the question, Who

:

\

New York Correspondence.
[—-

THE

FULTON

STREET

i

'PRAYER-MEETING.

The old lecture room in the Consistory
building, where the Fulton street meeting
was ageommodated for its first fourteen
years, was a trial of faith and patience.
In
a low, crowded, ill-ventilated room on the

second floor, open to a noisy business street
on each side, there was little to suggest the
times that come involuntarily to mind im the

new chapel :—

*

The calm retreat, the silent shade;
With prayer and praise agree,
And seem by Thy sweet bounty made
For those who follow Thee.

:

The. central area or court of the new
building, from the second floor to the roof,
forms a lofty, sky-lighted and sky-véntilated chapel, secluded from all external

and sounds.

Some

by attead-

ing here to take notes for the press.

sights

1t seats closely three hundred

persons, and is ordinarily occupied by half
that number. Who are they? I was about
to answer by asking, Who are they tha
crowd the side-walks of Broadway? The
Fulton street prayer-meeting has a certain

character in common with New York itself.
New York is not a city, in such a sense as
any other city. It has no individual char-

But

for the most of loungers and gossips, a
prayer-meeting is a dull weapon to kill
time with. ‘You may be sure that a large
majority of these people, whether: citizens
or strangers, have made féeling sacrifices

of interest and convenience, a;

higher

monarch he expects to be.

The sympathy

$0 deoply

touched,

must

show the Prmce

what ‘great things England hopes for in
him. To be worthy of the interest and
anxiety manifested in his behalf must henceforth surely be his desire and aim. Dean
Stanley thinks
a heart of stone would be

moved by the sympathy of the whole com-

munity

during

those terrible days of anx-

iety and suspense when death was hourly

oxpeeted ; and much more must the frank
and generous. nature of the Prince be af-

fosted. ©

8.

- The week of prayer has been generally
observed, and with much interest and advantage. The. ono public service which the
Evangelical alliance does for us in Englan

N

Since noting down

©
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WASHINGTON, Ds Co Hels % 17,
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CONURESAIONAL,

.
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sources are Amnesty and Civil Rights. It empt.

fes into the great sea of gab, which has been

growing larger and larger ever since the founda-

tion of the government,

Of course,

that is said has reference to the a
Presidential canipaign. The
ances
of the passage of the Amnesty bill are dim
every
day. Senator Robertson, of South Carolina,who
‘has chargeof the measure, isnot a good

mans

ger, and bis smarter opponents in the Senateare
continually getting the better of him. He is an
excellent
man privately, and does his duty in the

Senate Chamber as well a8 he knows how. Bill,

it is unfortunate that this important bill is in his
hands.

Trumbull or Schurz

better.

It is a fact that Senators

would

have done

put men

at the

head of important committees for some other
these observations, I have heard one of reason than that they are best fitted for the po‘Witness: Cémeron, Chairman of the
our very best men pouring warm acknowl: sitions.

edgments

into as hollow-sounding

a brazen

Committee on Foreign Aftairs; Hirlan, of that

everybody who thinks himsélf a Christian,
and perhaps a gifted one, must be recognized as at home and at par. I promised

to come

to those invasions of harmony

every meeting.

=

-

In its ecclesiastical aspect,

parlia-

The truth is exact-

and must be kept by it—short speeches and
no controversy. These, in fact, simply apply to the meeting the Grand Intercessor’s
first rule of ‘prayer: ‘Enter into thy closet
and shut the door.” Granted the spirit of
prayer from himself, .still somebody must
find *¢ closet,” and somebody must ‘ ‘shut
thy door.” The door of the Fulton street
closet turns on these two hinges: the fiveminute rule, shutting it against’ partiality
and monopoly; the no-controversy rule,
shutting it against contention, The fiveminute rule enables the actual spirit of the
meeting to be expressed and satisfied in the

able, indeed, that brother-senators often invoke

tinctly dealt with. The
at pray- ly the reverse, as regards his ability to wie
parliametitary weapons. He has remarkable
er-meeting has just two laws that keep it success with Dbills that he introduces, so remark-

exercises;

and this, so far, is

union.

The

no-controversy rule cherishes the actual
spirit of the meeting, suchas it is, and protects it from distracting innovation; and
this also is union. Both rules work tegether, the one

to

exercise

and

the

other

to

conserve the actual average of spiritual
attainment ; the one insuring that the meeting shall move forward as fast as it can

acter,

It was on Saturday, the 8 inst., .and

seems, to one somewhat acquainted with its

country was gathered to do him honor.
There were clergymen, editors znd poets,
scientists

and

statesmen,

both

male and female, and all were happy. = The
philosophical and literary agriculturist had
laid aside his white hat and traditional overcoat for the oceasion, and his face is said to
have glowed with unusual brightness while
receiving the congrafulations of so many

distingliiife@onds.
done
tions.

good
His

service

pet measures.

precedent, or circumstance, that can be
do him setvice.

to .

His openness disarms suspicion. .

Moreover, he has a way of getting ‘the country
intérested in his efforts, and, in a degree, of co»

ercing Senators by the power of public opinjon. In this way, his favorite measure in behalf

of what he calls

Civil Rights,” will become

law.
BOCIAL.
_ In my last letter, I spoke of society in
ington.
I will speak a little more about

Washit.—It

Mr.

ina good

career. is a constant

is interesting to compare the fashionable persons
and ceremonies of the present

of a past age.

The

time

comparison

with

those

is sometimes

flattering, and sometimes the reverse.

Washing-

ton to-day differs very much from the “Washington of Jefferson’s time. Referring to the time of
Jefferson’s inauguration, on the fourth of March,
1801, John Cotton Smith, a member of Congress
from Connecticut, afterwards wrote: “One wing
of the Cupitol only had been erected, which,

with the President’s House, a mile distant from
it, both constructed with white sandstone,

were

shining objects in dismal contrast with the scene
around them.

Instead

of recognizing

the

ave

nues and streets portrayed on the plan of the
city, not one was visible, unless we except a
road, with two buildings on each side of it, call:
ed the New Jersey Avenue. The Pennslyvania,
(Avenue)

leading,

as

laid down on paper, from

the Capitol to the: Presidential

Mansion,

was

then nearly the whole distance a deep morass,
covered with alder bushes, which were cut
through the width of the intended avenue during the then ensuing winter. Between the Pres-

ident’s House and Georgetown, a block of houses
had

been

erected,

which

then

bore,

and

may

still bear the name of the ‘‘ Six Buildings.”
{| There were, also, two other blocks, consisting ef:

two or three dwelling-houses, in different. directions, and

‘now

and

then an isolated

with shrub oak bushes

and, on the marshy
sortof shrubbery.”

on

the

higher -grounds,

It ‘might -naturatty be-supposed that, in such a
rough, crude city, if city it could be calted,~=
society would be uncouth and uncultivated, also.
Sce what Sir Augustus Foster, who was Secretary of the British Legation, during a portion of
Jefferson’s administration, says on this subject :—
¢ Most of the members of Congress it is true,

keep to their lodgings,
but still there are

families come to the city for a season, and there
is no want of handsome ladies for the balls, especially at Georgetown; indeed, I never saw
proportion

number

frequent

many direc-

to

idle inefficiency, as it is an abiding incentive to a wider and higher sphere.
He
ought to havesa multitude of imitators
among the rising generations.
;
THE INVESTIGATING COMMITTEL'S WORK.
The committee of investigation in New
York is still eliciting interesting testimony.
It seems that the seizure of smuggled goods
in that city has lately been a mere private

a suffi-

cient number of them'who are sociable, or whose

of men

who

As there are but few
to the

the

great

places of

amusement in the Federal city, it is one of the
most marrying places of the whole continent—a

truth which was beginning to be found out, -and
beeame, by and by, the cause of vast numbers
flocking thither all round from the four points of

the compass.

But with the march of intellect so

much vaunted in the present century, the fiterary education of these ladies is far from being
worthy of the age of knowledge, and conversa~
tion is apt to flag, though seat by the ladies is
very much coveted.
Dancing and music served

haps to their own, to have

the

that, no matter what the form of faith imposed, the broad-thoughted leader of what

and goes ; the Fulton street prayer-meeting

their , shoulders.

Certain

ones

is, frankly, a

is called ** the snuggest thing in the Church
of England” would hardly find it needful

plant

squarely

comparison with other prayer-meetings,
but in comparison with its fame and power.
It disappoints the expectation of the intelligent but‘not specially mstructed observer.
The current, report of the Spirit's mighty

Quantities of ci- and bosoms with hair-powder,in order to render
bibition—no accounting for tastes. No 'ac- of such transactions.
gars,
baskets
of
wine,
cases
of perfumery, skin pure and delicate: This was peeuliarly the
counting, too, for the chairs that invite this
§gmsels, who came to
vulgar show, while a third part of the Aiamonds, &c., has this gay officer appro- case with some Virginia

works; in such

and

for conscience’s sake to relinquish his posi-

tion and revenues. The first article of the
creed seems to be a National Church 'establishment, even ifpas he suggests, it isto
Nonconforming churches that the mission
is assigned

‘in times to come, as in times

pastto keep alive inthe heart that peculiar
fire of devotion

and

love

which

in Estab-

lished @hurches is somewhat apt to die out
in the light of reason and the breath of inquiry.” An Established ‘Church, to enable

men who are professedly

successors of the

Christians. Episcopalians, Presbyterians, and to have their spiritual life and love
Methodists, Congregationalists, both Bap- withered: by “the breath of inquiry,—
tists and Podo<baptists,
have freely and read- such is the grotesque ideal church’ of the
fly mnited in one common supplication be- able and accomplished Dean of Westminfare the throne of the heavenly grace. It ster!
wil
"
always seems to ‘one, on such occasions, a
The London Baptist Association has held
© pity that more of this manifestation of Chris- its annual meeting at Mr. Spurgeon's Tabtian union is not found in England. But ernacle. It reporta a nett increase of 7
the Episcopalian finds it difficult to forgot churches and 1405 members; 117 churches,
the exclusivé preéminence which his nation- with 124,476 members, are now incorporatal status gives him; the Presbyterian is ed in the Association, The task of build-.
Bootch in sympathy and tradition ; the ing every year a new chapel in some desti- Methodist is out of his element when out- tute. and important locality of the great

mean

object.

Not

a commonplace

mean

in

assembly,

seems-ucredible. It'is a Nazareth of not
only quite ordinary men, but to a great extent of rather ordinary Christians; not excluding, rather sucking in and even detaining pitiful specimens of spiritual falseness
and folly. <
‘

It would

be useless to ignore thos fat’

themselves

in front of the

leader, facing the assembly,

benches are vacant,

corners

on

as if on 6x-

From these chief seats

sometimes

issue good things,

by wiy‘of persons who naturally slip into
them

by the adjoining

oftener, windy rhetorical

Ann

street door;

efforts,

and

cold

bits of sermon. Two characters might be
described, each excesgively dirty and illconditioned, each stately in diction and de“livery,
- each

inevitable

and

invulnerable.

that, from some such cause as this, the Ful-

The ‘one with the patriarchal

ton street prayer-meeting lacks the confidence of some good men, An excellent
clergyman was prevailed on but the’ other
day to visit the meeting for the first time,

front of flowing gray, whom

and—if he knows himgelf—the last, A subtle odor of humbug that transpired in the

grave consideration of foreign politics and

newspaper reports, was here unmistakable ;

“he smelt it distinctly,
critic.

My friend ‘is -a fine

He is not the Reverend

George

B.

Bacon; but that mighty dead-fly hunter before the Lord has no astuter or more

intol-

crown

and

I take for a

peripatetic elecutionist, sometimes vouchgafes a professional suggestion to other
speakers, illustrated, or introduces some
potentates,
for the prayers of the meeting.
The other—whose bodily
infirmities exact

a certain delicacy--is a verbal prtillerist with
a. whimsical reminiscence of Dr. Samuel
H. Cox in his majestic elocution, often dedicated to a long quotation from Young or

enterprise, the detectives taking the goods

for their own use, Col.. Whitley of the
secret service is held up as especially guilty

priated to his own use, now and then treat-

ing his clerks to liberal supplies. So that
the committee seems to be investigating to
some purpose.
Let us hope that when
New York is as nearly cleansed as possible,
its attention may be directed to other quarters whose guardians smoke stolen cigars.
THE

ASSISTANT

SEC.

OF

STATE.

oo

Xe

heartily

sick of hearing the same song everywhere, even
when it was ‘Just like love is yonder rose.” , .
Others I have known to contract an aversion to
water, and, as a substitute, cover their faces

the balls at Washington,
who, in consequence,were
hardly less intofprable than negroes.

“..

+ Cards were a great

ifpsource of an even-

ing, and gaming was all the
fhshion, at brag, especially, for the men whe
frequented society
were chiefly from Virginia or the Western
States, and were very fond of this, the most
gambling of all games, as being one of counte-nance as well as of cards.”
:
.
DICTATORIAL.

one Danaise, which delayed his confirmation during an. investigation of charges.
now shown that the. statements of Da-

excitement, It is characteristically British.
The feeling here among prominent politicians is
that Great Britain will not repudiate the trearty.
Ad good as Mr. Gladstone learns that all the attempts made by English officials and newspapers,

nnis® where made out of pure malice, seeking revenge for deserved treatment once to dictate to our Government the course that it
received at Mr. Hale's officials hands. He shall pursue in regard.to the claims of the United
had previously been shown up as an advens ‘Stites under the hearty, are futile, he will cause
turer and falsifier during Mr. Douglass's ‘them to cease.

erant nose for cant, stuff, nonsense, self- some other of the old-fashipned serious career, and these later disclosures take no-|
exploitation, delusion and quackery than: poets.
Anon’the great guns are aimed at body by surprise. Mr. Hale's confirmation
:
the nose that curled upward over the ex- heaven, and roll up their thandering broad- n8w seems. certain.
v

fo eke out the time, hut one got to be

~ It will be remembered that sometime ago
The dictatorial spirit displayedby the English
Mr. Charles Hale, of Mass., was appointed
press, relative to the proposed conduct of the
to be Mr. Bancroft Davis's successor as As- United States before the tribunal at Geneva, is
sistant See. of State. But his appointment generally taken here, I’think, for what # is
provoked serious charges against him by woith. It occagions some surprise, but not much
It is

ld

indeed,

platform, and seem to a superficidl eye, perinvariably

~

wooden

apart from what is done. throughit; viewed
for what abides, instead of that which eomes

meeting

<

soil, either trees or some

girls anywhere.
Greeley has prettier
of them, however, in
rebuke

:

the surface of the city generally, being covered

the most distinguished literary circle of the
reformers,

his effortsin behalf of their own

He has been in the Senate go long that he knows
exactly how to take advantage of ev
rule,

habitation; the intervening spaces, and,

—eoo—

PHILOSOPHER'S BIRTHDAY.

the meeting

habitual attendants, to be composed mainly

much

mentary knowledge.or skill,

Greeley celebratedhis sixty-first
birthday ‘by a reception of no mean char-

by

Congress, but who does not possess

which violate the distinct rule, and are dis-

the country, or from distant cities and coun>
tries, pious seamen, city missionaries, fron- ~~
A
tier missionaries, and foreign missionariesy Horace

are among the surest and. best elements

some form. ¥ It is quite a common impression

that he is a very earitest, honest man, who shows
great zeal in endeavoring to put a bill through

tablishment, under which princely incontes
and a life of learned leisure’ are possible,

#8 to ‘bring about this annual reunion of apostles to follow ‘the light of reason,”

LW

what

Events of the Week.

no more bulletins
anxiety about his
is too early yet to speculate as to the influ- Episcopalians to seek to disestablish Presby- which men and things are hurled along like ently, with’a few exceptions, clerical unence of this serious illness upon the char- terianisia in Scotland,and for Presbyterians specks in turbid water. Other great cities fortunates<=at least from that point of view
. acter of the Prince.
But it seems scarcely to seek to disestablish Episcopalianism in may be glands, secreting each a character- whence it seems better for sheep to be withistic quality; or alimentary gatherers, di- out a shepherd than for a shepherd to be
possible that it will leave him as it found England? Probably this is all he means;
him; and it is a nation's prayer that it may yet there seems a sort of side thrust at the "gesters, feeders; or acrating and vitalizing’ without sheep. Clerical Bohemians, restless,
lead bim to take
a more serious view of Dissenters of England, and ‘a charge of organs; or laboring members; or sensori- roving impracticables or adventurers; of
‘ inexcusable barbarism” against them be- ums of intellect. New York is nothing imperfect position or throat; *‘queer” cases,
life and of the high service that he may
possibly do, and that his rank and position’ cause they seek the disestablishment of our but a great muscle of circulation, or world and men who seem to lack elsewhere the
.
~)
make it his: duty te’attempt; for God who National Church. The Dean is so wedded heart.
cousideration they like; drift in" here, and
to the idea of a national ecclesipstical eshas ¢pared his life, and the people whose
Viewed for what it is and does in itself, accumulate in the corners each side of the
of the nation, by which the Queen has been

don't always know

gain they get and give in the oon prayermeeting. There are a few, and only a few move harmoniously, and the other insurin g
women among them ; a few,and only a few that it shall not move any faster than it can
children; many young men; a large major- moveas a body, taking along the weak and
ity in the vigor and prime of life, and ap-| tender-footed as well as fhe strong, and
parently men of \pusiness, though got of keeping back the rash and eag®r portion" as
large business. = Socially and intellectually, well as the timid and eautious. The histhe assembly is of no class; especially not of tory of the movement shows that under
the classes wise, mighty, noble, after the this method Christian progress ‘has been
flesh. :
substantial as well as safe. . In important
In the second place, a large proportion respects the meeting has been and is proof the daily attendance consists of strangers gressive ; becoming at once more positive
passing through the city, or sojourning for and more comprehensive, yet not less harVibL.
a few days on business.
Of the voices monious.
heard in the meetings, nearly one half may | New York, Feb. 10.
_
be new voices, from strangers or young
converts. Ministers and pious laymen from

prepared by the mean? Dean Stanley in Scotland is a Non- acter. Itis no community. It is only a of Presbyterians, Iethodists ‘and Baptists.
was used in the conformist, for the established church of place ; a market place ; provided with stores, Probably the Reforined and Congregational
Dr. Macleod, wharves, hotels and other conveniences for churches are represented in fu]l proportion
Establishment; ‘Scotland is Presbyterian.
and expression one of the Queen's chaplains, is a Noncon- buying and selling, —that is all. Or, call it to their local numbers, and Episcopalians
devout feeling of grati- formist when he comes into England, be- an organ, shaped and actuated by the great are frequently heard from. City pastors in
huge ventricles gorged general seldom visit the meeting, except
is going on so well that cause the established church on this side currents of wrade, its
will be issued, and all the Tweed is Episcopalian. Does the Dean and disgorging every#moment with a rush- by request as leaders. The resident minrecovery has ceased. It mean that it would be *¢ barbarism” for. ing volume of life, passion and power, in isters who frequent the meeting are appar-

Wales. ‘A form of prayer
Archbishop of Canterbury
churches of the National
Nonconformists gave form
tude.

the top from every spiritual ferment, is apt

to hide the real substance from those on the
outside. I shall not extenuate it; perhaps
I shall seem rather to make
too much of it.

pick up a part of their living

GOADBY.

We

Washing on Correspondence.

on Indian Affairs; Stewart, on the Pacific Railwhile the one sort might be stifled by the yessel as I ever heard in Fulton street’for
road; and Cole, on Appropriations. Sumner,
unaccustomed warmth and the luxuriant his edifying remarks, ;
" Schurz, Morrill of Vermont, and Patterson are
exhalations, the others would turn blue and | I have given instances enough (out of kept in the background. The fact is suggestive,
;
beriumbed in the frosty clearness of the at- many)
to account for much prejudice, and. —00 suggestive.
Sumner is gradually pruning his Civil Rights
mosphere,
to Musteato the griefs and mortifications
bill of its most objectionable features, and it
The scum of Human impurity that comes
inseparable from a free meeting, where will,
undoubtedly, pass during the session, in

of time to come here every day.

TrOMAS

national church.
“It was a miserable intolerance,” he said, ‘‘ when the Established

the established

ton street people and revival people are ‘in-

ed, has called forth replies from various
quarters. Di. Angus bas a letter in the are they ? and answer it from several sides.
current number of the Review correcting ‘In the first place, they are the people who are
some misstatements, and the Sword and willing to spare the most valuable business
Trowel deals with the matter after its own hour of the day to a devotional meeting. But
trenchant and ougspoken fashion.
The then a man may have no business, and there
article always seemed to me so obviously are such cases here. People who can get
false and unfair in some of its charges, and none often come here in’ their distress. I
so remarkably weak and foolish in others, could point out to you here and there a pithat it scarcely merited notice, much less ous idler, who makes no precious sacrifice

The Dean closed his lectures with a dissertation on the valué and importance of a
'| Church in’ ancient times strove to prevent
the growth of Nonconforming communities
that satisfied peculiar wants which, from its
very nature, it could not supply. It would
be an act of still more inexcusable barbarism in our, enlightened day if the seceding
churches were in their turn to insist
on a

modated to their particular habitat, as Ful-

sees clearly is, that he should not continue ured to theirs, Exchange their places, and

notice.

-| because they denied their usefulness and
These are
Yesterday was a day of thanksgiving for deprecated their existence.”
the restoration to health of the Primes of vague, plausible words, but what do they

y

snd ercises in Fulton. streét on thé other day"re- | Fides fn a sort of apocalyptic prayer. But|
the benediction is perhaps the sweetestmor-|
:
way ferred to,
‘Certainly, brethren with these fine long sel to your. clerical Bohemian. Our CoxKatDr. noses and ears, are not only much to be ological friend was sure to snatch it, when.
1
p resCox of Hackney, is President for the year, dreaded but much to be pitied, in our un- ever thrown out to some clergyman
Ventilation in this ent.” But at length, a spirited clergyman,
and the Rev. J. A, Spurgeon, Vice-Presi- sifted conventicles.
dent. At the morning meeting, Dr. Brock, world is bad at the best, and our music is resenting this assumption on the partof
ed position, amended
who with Dr. Landels and ‘Mr. Spurgeon but discordant. The ‘moment’ our senses one without
tobk a prominent part if forming the Asso ‘grow a little finer than ‘ordinary, they be- the defective blessing by instantly repeatciation six years ago, announced his deter- come instruments of torture. Tam not Wk ing its proper authoriry. Since that delimination to resign the pastorate at Blooms- ing light of the critical brethren. Our divine ¢ate hint, 1 believe the apostolical officé has
bury in September next.
There was a Lord possessed spiritual senses to’ which been tacitly demitted,
‘deep feeling of regard and personal attach. theirs are gross and torpid. Once, with
And yet 1 dare not think’ evil of thése
ment shown towards thé worthy Doctor, those senses strung to preternatural tension queer attachments, of which I hgve given
and fervent prayer was offered for the Di- by the transfiguration, the unbelief of his barely a specimen. - Exceptional and’ sinvine guidance in his behalf. It is not yet disciples wrung from him the cry, ‘How | gularly out of place as they are, they seem
publicly and authoritatively stated whether long shall I be with you! how long shall I to stick as naturally as barnacles to a noble
the Doctor will seek a smaller and less suffer you! It isa mercy thif§ gur senses ghip’s bottom. Heaven forbid our unchar-

would not invite Dr. Lees of Grey friars,
Edinburgh, or Dr. Macleod of the Barony ‘grave and serious reply. +

—

And others for us reap,

English

Glengarry scandal when an English bishop
held a service in a Presbyterian kirk. On
the other hand, the Presbyterians do not
fail to see that at present the reciprocity of
this fraternization is one-sided. . The Dean

1872.

When Jesus stays our toiling hand *

minds. But alas! Episcopalians in Scotland deeply regret the frate rnization of the
Westminster Dean and the Oxford Professor
with Presb;
, and regard it as an attack upon’ their exclusive position as the

repetition of the, mischief caused by the

M's not, © Lord, when brave and strong,
‘We draw the nearest Thee;

’

in England and Scotland.
It would be
well if Episcopalian and Presbyterian were
Induced thereby to unite and coiperate in
peace and amity in that land of. fervid

Church in the north, and they fear only a

Weakness.

i

®
metropolis is energetically continued,
the often-oecurring difficulties in the
are bravely surmounted. The Rev. D.
terns, the successor of the late Rev.

as we know it, that it admits not of co-pas-

:

representative of the - National

The Worning Star.
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Glasgow, have excited much attention both

pousible for
payment.
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courts
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land, his preaching in a Presbyterian The personal element is so distinctly manichurch, his lectures on Scottish church his- fest and so largely cultured that curacies
tory, together with Jowett's preaching at” and assistant ministries and joint-pastorates

takes‘A newspaper regularly
to his pA or
directed
A
Sm ov
he has subscribed or not-—is
Nhulhee
or
another's,

Hote oviionce of inteskional fraud.
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The recent visit of Dean Stanley to Scot-
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people, and have circulated
of our country and towns.

Commumceations.

ox

-

.

.

For a score of vears, -the

i

success

of our

Zion in the West has been 3bjéat of great
solicitude to the_few who have been willing
to sacrifice the advantages of older states

_

-

for homes in the new, The sacrifice, in
* many cases, has ‘proved a noble one, although it has not perhaps been always accompanied with that earnest longing for

the salvation of seuls, and for the advancement of the Redeemer's kingdom, that we
might desire. But no.sooner have many of
Cr

eur good bretliren made homes in the West,
than they have received, as it were, a new

.

:

“ jnjunction to work for the Master.

Po

i

There are some Christians, we know, that

5

manifest bu littheanxiety
for the interests

iS
sil
busy as in

Afew years since, duringa’ revival in

other society. Everybody must believe
the
just as she does, have his toes on just
same mark, and be of just such a spikitual,

8, which nearly doubled the mem

in the Christian Church, just

in the society
Can there not

a
Vika

Our Educational Interests.

pastor who is truly learned, or by the broth-

li

vi

country west of the Missouri.

For there is

pressive gesture,—‘‘ Now,

Bro.

E.,

isn't

tern of zeal

and

devotiod to

many of the

i

~

be victors. Some of these good folks have
been found in the West, and by what meahs
they have gone thither, or whether
has So directed them, we would not
but,

at

all

events,

their labors

Knots.

God
say;

How annoying they are just where one
doesn’t, want them. The attempt to re-

have con-

move them wastes

time, irritates

the

tributed mightily to the destruction of sin’ per and injures the fabric.

the ages of nine

rection of anything new, until it had first been
sanctioned by them and their followers ; so
he meekly sajd,“I am afraid this young

to those of riper years, and

people are warned against him.”
Now, this was just what Mrs.

.

~.

mo

ether

‘church

extension

;

cause than that the field is so great and the

ih

work so important, that they can not resist
the demand and be loyal to God's goveru-

onc
2%

ie

away.

on the chair a minute

;

i

red, ‘‘forgetting

HE

It was

there

One look. at he knew not why.

ago.

! ei changed.

Now, those who are accustomed to unty-

those things which are

ing

d, and, reaching forth unto those things

Children’s knots, know that I had

a task to accomplish,

£2

on

ih

often exposed to the cold storms of winter,

2

have been cut off in early life and in the
beauty

of

manhood;

and,

to-day,

while

their dust is resting beneath the prairie sod,
their triumphant spirits are calmly min
gling with the noble ones above. - To such
heroic spirifge2with a Christian ‘patriotism
scarcely J€ss thai\that of the martyrs of old,
is due to a great extent the success of Free-

will Baptists in the West.

* Church Extension Fund,”—

money

He did not breathe

easily in'|

it; and after going a few times,

he deter-

before the garment

nent danger of being coined into sharp and

clothe your soul in loveliness and

with the ornament

of a meek

adorn

it |

and quiet

spirit! Now, te how ‘many days’ work
can you point, in which the life-thread bas
been kept free from knots? How the infinite patience has hovered over you, as you
have looked with sad eyes and sorrowful
heart at these imperfect places in the fab-

At the present time some of our ministers
quite

as

egr-

nestly as those of other days have done:
They are preaching upon meager salaries,or

no ‘salary atall.

Many of them are doing

a good work, holding protracted meetings,
and organizing churches when practicable.

They

have, of course, things to contend

with that those of other denominations
(which bave in store their ‘‘ special fund”)
have not. God is blessing them 1n their no"ble work. Most of them are living on farms

ric; and when, with

a humbled

and

more

kuots and leave the fabric. in better condition, did you never seem to see your Saviour's eyes looking reprovingly at the wast-

ed time, the injured thread and the half

or homesteads,

Sih

:

!

with their

own

ed
a

1

part.

:

ois

that
God
in
only
.

Mary has been told she must go immediate-

. In the Star of Jan. 8, ““ S. C. K.,” speaking of the church where he has the charge,

and all your effert will be richly rewarded
‘ STANLEY.
by his *¢ Well done.”

we reaches home and has told her improbable
for story! And when the dear mother looks
Ne- straight into her eyes and sees through
in’ them the falsehood that is trying to put on
such an honest look, how hard the untying

Prominent among the interests claiming
our attention on the frontier, is the erection,
as soon as possible, of suitable houses of so kinked and stretched, that all efforts at
worship, at the several principal poiuts that mending leave but a peor, ‘loose, uneven
are soon to become first class cities. What- place in what might have been a beautifully
Cs
;
ever may be the position or prospect of the wrought figure.
A
young
man
is
clerk
in
a
store,
His
locality, and wherever we may labor for
. the conversion of the world and for church life-thread has been funning very smoothly
building, we are, of course, engaged in a in and out, until the piece that shallbe wovnoble mission; and the work in villages en promises to'be one of rare beauty, Aland rural districts must and will be sooner ready the words * honesty” and ‘‘ truth”
or later cared for. But there is nothing are legible; and his friends watch the progthat will contribute more to the advance- ress of his life-work with. high bopes.
ment of the Redeemer’s kingdom, in a Look closely. Is thata knot f Surely, it is.
new field, than success in church building It is the same ‘old story. An evil associ-

:
HE
t
:

in those more central points.

I
i

Let

Freewill

. Baptists open up an interest, erect a church,
;y in each of two or three important plac-

~

i
Ho
i

‘es which we might mention in Nebraska
“and Kansas, and the work, properly man, would result in more real good than

ate.

Money wanted.

A

little

taken, just

foronce. Unexpected circumstances make
it inconvenient to replace it. A little more
taken to get through a tight place. Success in concealment and new temptations

i

sition

if ky

in those

important towns,

we could

then far more easily, and by far less labor,

i

:

|
on.
i!
4H

enter places less important.

And there is

no “Feason. why we should not occupy those
*Jarge towns. It does not require much
‘money. Six or eight hundred dollars, contributed by brethren or friends outside,

yeas life-work is held up to the public gaze

all knotted and tangled with sin and shame.
Shut up in his cell, these knots stand out in
such contrast with his previous life, that
| each one grows bright to his mind's eye;
and,

clustering together,

form the word,"

they

appear

to

Disgrace,” which seems

kaw, lots, at present,

are

comparatively

« Ww, where in a few years they will be beol

sthe reach of ordinary capitalists;

"deed,

In-

Almost
any town will now donate a

good.

.

;

J

‘But these knots are especially unseemly
and outof place when the life-work of the
Christian is entangled with them.
A

“Jot for A a church JObuilding.
If houses of young mun comes into a village. He has
TY]
eR
Li Worship
could be erected this year, at Lin-’ ‘professed religion, but has made very unEe

:

and Fort Kearney, even at an expense

¢ neolciohc
To OHI state, and would
in a few years quite ds strong nu-

his purpose

is to associate

himself

with

‘Christians and the Sabba'h-schéol.” How
Thé isthe received? Well,ut first, by nearly

Shericllsgery hor Semonantion.
prianee
1 oveupying
of
those . promine:ut
a

aA,

y

points will be'betterreslized
lig’ those ‘Who
re familiar with the, expectations of the
iy

amd a

all ‘whom he meets.

comes

than the

qui waar oa

But Mrs. Grandy

preceding verse.’

before

The Society may not

And the

actually secured,

3. Then consult Sn
iu iosa
brief, suggestive one, if possible; and

get the

p————————

J

Probably

no argument

then

authority commands
;

of heaven

and

them unto babes.” Does not this encourage
efforts for their salvation without regard
to their tender age ?
The word of God is the simple message
of redeeming love, spoken in the simplest

languéige,

perfectly

intelligible to

the

the officers to execute

the administration

of

the law

are bribed.

It transforms some who profess to be ministers of the gospel into hunters after eminent

places and great salaries. It is one cause
of deception, downright lying and dishon-It |
esty. It causes theft, murder and war.
'V |
leads to a neglect of the claims of the gos~{
pel in its liberal support and the extension
of Christ's kingdom on earth,

«Men of God, flee these things.”

Love

not. the world ; love not money.

youngest, and is the power of God unto sal-

vation to every one that believeth.

prevents

the law and the ends of public justice, as

«Follow after

righteousness, faith, godli-

Let it ness, love, patience, meekness.” Money
may be obtained, but if the heart is upon

be brought before youthful minds as designed forand belonging to them, with the
evidence of sincerity and earnestness, and
we may as reasonably look for a blessing to
attend the truth in the experience of children as adults, - ©
A
y

These

more

with devotion.

formal exercises are begun

The

leader, be he pastor,

superintendent, or teacher, in his turn con-

ducts the service, calling
if need be.” The hymn"
word or two of Seriptture

others
to his aid
at is sung, the
that is read, the

thought that is uttered, the prayer that is

the spirit and
:

thorough

knowledge

being made to

tell, Ten minutes next following are devoted to experimental matters—question
Ynd answer, . statement and ex Janation,
ne teachhearing on fhe teacher's work.
er desires advice as to a case of discipline;
another has had a cheating casd’of conver-

tory over a stub
sion; another hai had a
born lscholar; another has hit on a new
and easy way of arresting attention; and
80 on,

not

all

at one meeting, perhaps not

of

the

commentators say

about it.

on the passage.

3. Study the lesson with

1. Give yourself anew to God,and ask divine illumination. 2. Seek the mind of God

all helps you cam command from human
sources. 4. Remember the
uliar mental habits and modes of the c!
it you
may follow the law of ada; tation “5. Get

full of the subject —brimfull
“1.

Commit

the

2. Pray for light.

lesson

fenning over.

to. memory.

3. Note thoughts ;upon

the same. 4, Collect and arrange
best.
thoughts.
5. Consult authorities. 6. Arrange as follows: Persons, Places, Dates,
Doings, Doctrines, Duties.
Study
the lesson faithfully from the Bible,

and

|

then apply

to commentators after

have exhau sted

you own

you

powers,

is

by
gives
your fresh biblical thoughts for your
| scholars.
——

v

DRirTED BACKWARD.

The Christian Ad-

vocale hath a parable and an interpretation
in this wise :
1t was a source
to

some

fish,

to

of much trouble
see

swimming backward

once,

a number of lobsters

instead of forward.

They therefore called a meeting, and it was
determined to open a class for their instruction, which: was done, avd a number

gravely

of lobsters came ; for the fish very

argued
young

that if they
as

ones,

they Frew up they

Jearn to swim aright.
well, but

home,

afterward,

and

saw

with the

commenced

At first they
when

their

would

did very

they returned -

fathers and mothers

swimming in the old way, they soon forgot

their lessons.

So many a child, well taught

at Sabbath school, is drifted backward by
:
bad home influence. .

offered, do not altogether occupy more than

ten minutes, each minute

the

Séope of the whole lesson and context.
2. Compare all parallel passages, 8. Study
all allusions to places, people, and manners
or customs, 4. After thorough thinking of
the whole subject alone, ascertain what

students

sometimes

to come

unto me, for of such is the kingdom of
heaven ?” And did he not raise his eyes
heavenward at one time and exclaim, *

°

mind may be properly impressed with it,

us to ‘‘freely

little children, and forbid them not

your room, just.

had your class before you.

that you may speak with
understanding.

1. Get a

as ‘he that is greedy of gain troubleth his preparation for the more formal exercises
:
own house,” It is ohe cause of slavery. 1t | that are to follow.

alone in

you

- 1. Ascertain wbat
the
is designed to teach. 2. Arrange the' thou ae
cording to their importance. 8.
k for
illustrations of the various points. 4. Obtain whatother light you can from commentators and others,
5. Pray that your own

is needed in be-

one for farmers, philosophers, und

talk it ever

Drill yourself fist.

All analogies
half of a teachers’ meeting.
favor it. A farmers’ club is a ver common
Why should itnot be? Why
should
affair.

the mind, contracts its powers, destroys 2

anything is likely to Be]
of the scholars, consider carefulmake it clear to them by illustraUse commentaries, if anything

as though

it-not be more common? Why should not
ry nei borhoodof ten or twenty tillers.
et together statedly to compare
of the soi
There are ten
It is the inordinate loveof money that is | work, methods, results?
condemned. That is a passion that debases reasons for Sunday-school teachers to every

highest
give.”

your

seems obscure.
ou —
After prayer,
Scripture, then
study it with the help of commentaries, and

is

Meeting.

i tl

light of other minds to aid

sage. "If
the reach
ly how t6
tion, etc.

ge

The Teachers’

:

thus

own. 4. Spend what time is
blein
searching for, and laying up
illustrations
and apt anecdotes, to illuminate and fix the
truth in the mind.
:
Study every word, Slowly dd carefully,
endeavoring to grasp
the idea
of the

S. 8 Department.

es

are in indigence and

were

can.. What is thus gotten is your own,
awakens you, and will awaken others.

it Christian kindness to hold them to the fulfillment of a coutract that will erush them?
Let all the friends of education be there.
Let us come in the spirit of Jesus, seeking
only what will best secure his favor and
Ww.
promote the general good. 2

and the blessings it may confer on others,
in the benevolent
use of it. There is a lux:
«
ury, an untold luxury in doing good to our

It is blessed to give.

the fands

~~

which a variety of teachers endeaverto
achieve dhe same great result, a wise and
foreible presentationof God's. Word iw 1. Realize that all true
tual gh:
comes from God, wad 0 4, the Spirit's
help. 2. Read carefully
passgit self
without helps, to get outof it “What you

be willing to rescind its . former action and

cause it is a subject of divihe promise.
‘Who but the blessed Saviour said, ‘* Suffer

Do Not LosE SEVEN

YEARS

a

OF PRAY-

inG. 1 have seen many a teacher almost
discouraged and ready to faint. I remember one a little while ago. : “I am in an
pleadextremity,” she said; * I have heen
ing for my class now seven years, and there
are none of them converted to God.” ¢ Extremity, did you gay?" I asked. ¢ Yes,"
« Thank God, then, for that! Your. exsremity is God's opportunity. X do not

think I would lose seven years of praying.

2, but still in Have faith.” It was only the next Sabbath
more than one at any mee
it, and bowels of mercy are shut up, there course
of time the relation of many ex Jy C3 that she came to me with a bursting heart,
will be poverty at last, ‘‘shame and ever- ences being secured
hich’ all who hear exclaiming, * How strange! how strange!
if]
lasting contempt.”
For the first time in seven years one of my
can profit by. thé. lesson—for
of ‘course in little girls asked me ol do ¢ 0 seacher,
| Then comes
(and
sghool
well-ordered
“PEARLS BEFORE SWINE.” What does the this school, this
teacher, what must I'doto be saved?" "Oh,

we know it is well ordered because it sus- how often you have seen the same thing in
The church in this place has derived nightingale card if the toad does despise her tains
a teachers’ meeting) the lesson is uni- your own experience, fellow-teacher, when
benefit frog ‘receiving children and singing! She still sings on and leaves the

youth to its membership, ard has yet to re
gret the practice of doing so. « From forty
to fifvy per ‘cent. of this church now are

young pevple, many of them having been
received when: mere childrén; and T am

happy to'say that the consistevey of their |

direét’ Gontast’
With’ him’ "walk will compare favorably with that of an
rest.—For there is a Mrs. Grundy equal number of any age.
Ld

is some bet-

provide for two professors in the Theologi“For the love of money Js the root of all cal department; but will it not be better to
do so than to endanger the life of both, or
evil.” 1 Tim. 6:10.
Money is the root of no evil. It is the at least help to bear this unexpected burden
until the College can increase its funds?
love of it that generates: wrong doing.
There is a difficulty in the expression, that It is not the question, whether it wag wise on
the love of it is the root of all evil, It is | the part of the college, to transfer the Theonot true. literally and directly, in fact. It | logical school to Bates, but what is best
now. The College is founded, the school
is not the root_ of ambition, intemperance,
of
|
has
been sent there ; and now what shall be
profanity, much of idolatry, many forms
done to secure their prosperity ? This is
lust, hatred of God and goodness.
Mr. Barnes says it had passed into a popu- the question we must meet, and let us meet
lar saying that, ‘All sorts of evil grow it like Christian men, trusting that. He who
out of the love of money.” Dr. Clarke has hitherto helped us, will not leave us in
If the trustees of Bates
says, it would be better to translate the this trying hour.
were
unwise
in
assuming
such a burden
original so as to read all of these evils, that

ing grace.

ise
ETN

ter way. If there be, let them point it out, lowing answers were given at a recent SunThey are brief,
and we shall all rejoice to accept it, and day-school Convention.
leave the Education Society at liberty to but illustrate well the different methods by
ing for the ministry.

deed it may be loved for its use to ourselv

devotional.

* PREPARING A LESSON. To the question,
* How to prepare a Bible Lesson,” the fol:

providing for the Theo-

BY JOSEPH FULLONTON.
—

the

and

can not know too miich about the lesson.

give all. its strength to beneficiaries prepar-

is, the eyils named in

intellectual,

And then, united prayers have the
that they shall prevail. —8. S.

given school

in more

ki

be burdened with

-

ey may never be mingled in the same
roportion, but they are essential elements
n that preparation without which
no teacher can hopefully go to his work
from Sabbath to Sa
. There must be a bond
between h¥m and his fellow workers. He
needs the benefit of their experience. He

heart, i. e., that

logical school, will think there

The Love of Money.

In moving “from place to great

certain progress.

of ' not more than-eight hundred dollars ‘place, he has been subjected to many tempendl,
we ‘would stand ‘a good chance to be tations and has sometimes yielded. Still,
HH

every

ut sev-

been continued an hour and a

srimental,

lin special bapetses, why they should come
sense of right, and the fine and tender feel- | oo gether statedly, for conference, study and
ings of the soul. It is the root of terrible prayer. The State convention is a teachers’
this was a rare occurrence, and might be of evils and aggravating sins,
| meeting, but it is both too infrequent and
doubtful propriety.
urpose now in mind.
Let us look at. this more definitely, and too broad for the
county or other ocal union is a teach1 do not see why it should not be a comwe shall see that the love of money is the The
but neither can it serve this
mon thing to meet with pious children ; and cause of a vast amount of evil. The love ers’ meeting, better.
The teachers
of a
heart,
if they give evidence of a change of
of it, if they succeed in acquiring wealth,
must meet by themselves regu1 do not see why they should not be receiv- become vain as it describes what in some
a rly, frequently, for prayerful deliberation
ed to church fellowship upon the strength sense is,a bright circle around them, and over the work in their particular field.
It is not difficult to sketch such a picture
of such evidence, as older people are. the trainof admirers or dependants it draws
of
a teachers’ meeting as shall make it its
parents
pious
of
hope
and
aim
the
is
What
after them. It is the grand spring of pride own best commendation.
It is at the suand the great army of Sal ugeselivel work- and self-sufficiency to those who have noth- perintendent’s or pastor's house. It being
ers, if this desirable result
dan not be at- ing better to value themselves upon. It is | of a winter evening, the large room is well
tained at an early age, while the mind iy in a magnet which attracts parasites, It be- warmed and lighted, but nothing can be
a normal state, unbiased by prejudices and comes an efficient tool with which ambition warmer than the grasp or brighter than the
comer is greeted.
skepticism ? I think the youngest minds works,and sometimes helps on nefarious de- face with which eac
early to such a
The teachers learn to
are as susceptible to divine impressions as : signs. It is an engine of political corrup- meeting as this, and tardiness is a thing unmany older and bewildered understandings, tion, as by money in many cases the free- known.
Often the first arrivals are full
and that we should labor for greater results dom of the elective franchise and the purity fifteen minutes before the time appointed,
means wasted,
in this direction.
of the ballot box dre destroyed. * Thelove of but these nfinutes are by no
rvanity for a little
Tt seems right that we should do this, be- money is the means pf domestic oppression, for they afford an o
social intercourse, which is an excellent

thank thee, O Father,’ Lord

would give us a position in almost any one a brand upon his forehead, shutting him forSE hots Jars towns in the state of Nebras- ever from the society of the pure and
"0

!
a

custom to admit pious

children to‘ membership in this church ; also,
that he esteemed some childrenin that place
as very hopeful converts. This is stated in
such a way as to convey, the impression that

will animate

tedious

ter,
the meeting is closed,
It
be
strange if such a meeting is not followed
by ‘a short season of
, 88
well as preceded by it.
It is plain to see that the features of such
a meeting as this are four-fold: social, ex-

in the Star; while others, unwilling that
the
Education
Society
should again

distress, and destitute of the means of sav-

e a deeper plunge, Then the discovseveral times the amount of money spent ‘ery comes; and friends stand aghast when, earth, that thou hast hid these things from
of the finely woven figure, his last the wise and prudent, and hast revealed
in fields less attractive. After taking a po- ins

toe

gi

says it has beena

having

the best plan may be adopted. Some will
advocate the plan hinted at by *J. A. H.”

Waterbury, Vt.

fellow beings who

Is it a Rare Thing?

is! Then, even if by confession and repentance the thread is at last untaffgled, it is

4

desire

them to full membership

his own

eral, short and specific. And then, after

will be provided for.” If not, their fate may
be sealed for many long years. There will
doubtless be many plans, and much discussion. It is hoped that there will be. One

bitter

mended place, where there, might have been
a smooth, nicely woven figure on the delicate fabric?”
You may be sure Little Mischief escaped
without any reproof that time.
What a pity it is absut these knots!

hands

in the large towns. We are glad
have those faithful laborers; thank
them. But had we.a hundred more
praska, the field would be occupied

i

4

and

there we trust pros-

with

not one prayer, long and.

perity of the*College and Theological school

These are, ‘temptation, a snare, and many
foolish and hurtful hists which drown men in
water; and every warning that was gwen perdition.”
Solomon says, ‘Money answereth all
formed a knot in thé pattern closely resembling g serpents head, through which things.” With it the necessary things of
the Co
flowed, leaving a taste. of life can usually be obtained. With it one
can be very useful in helping on the interits bitterness in every household.
Reader, strive earnestly to’ keep your ests of humanity and extending the cause. of
life-thread free from knots; so that, when religionin the world.
Money then may be highly estimated ; inyour work is finished, the pattern may be

it was a fountain sending forth

fit for examination by the great .Master,

ly home from school. She stops to play in
a schoolmate’s Sard.
There is qQne knot.
are laboring for a support. They have Then she walks slowly home, her little
been fpetrumenggin the conversion of many .brain busily at work planning a falsehood
souls. They
py the ‘ country places,” to excuse her delay. Oh! what a sad tanas they have not the means to support them gle her life-thread is in by the time she

5

had r~

If you had asked her what pattern she
was weaving into her life-work that day,
she would have said it was a fountain that
would send forth sweet water for the
cleansing of the parish. But in the eyes of

God

trusting spirit; you have tried to untie the
frontier,

they

years, you have been trying.to weave a fab- her life-thread all knotled, and the pattern
rie fair and beautiful,"such a one as shall “very unlike the perfect one?

raised

we trust it will be

Then and

each teacher

Here the objectis to get the les.

togethet, The forty minutes rapidly pass
away. Fifteen more are
t
yers,

sign that so

answered.

class,

son in hand, to secure a
ment in idea,
to take a common aim, 3S preparere to strike

no one

And then and there

We have never yet suffered
it, and have reason to believe
by:
promoted a growth of grace in
th a
many hearts that would otherwise have been

reproving words. But the words were not
said ; for the tightly closed lips, or the will cially, if conscious,thas in his own opinions,
that shut them, kept them back; and in the he only differed from them in unimportant
silence an inner voice was heard speaking to. ‘matters? Think you, the pattern set by
the soul and saying,—** How often do youtry Mrs. G., in her warning visit through the
the infinite patience by the knots and tan- parish, was after the pattern shown in the
gles in your life-thread? Through all these Sermon on the Mount? Or, rather, was

est.

are laboring on the

seem-

But

ctrations”
are. ontied: Tor Sand

scholars.

many are asking the question.
This is the great question which the proposed convention is to meet and answer.

thie chur)

been delivered from such doubtful influence.
:
Now,is that what Jesus meant by saying,
“Feed my lambs?”
Wasn't that religious society that ** brother's keeper,” until
every possible effort had been made to reform him, if in error, and to bear with him,
if only needless 4nd thoughtless, and espe-

by contributions for the purpose,--these have
preached amidst positive disadvantages,
looking only to Jesus for support,and as the
author and finisher of their work.
As
a result, they have now in many locali‘ties, in Wisconsin, Illinois and Iowa, elegant church buildings which are fair expressions of their enterprise and church inter-

r

ty of receiving

shall be done?

‘can answer. - It is a hopeful

to be

conversions among children, or the proprie-

tying knot after knot, that the lesson above
referred to was learned.
3
Now, that a feeling of irritation and impatience was caused by this unnecessary delay in my work, I do not deny; neither the
fact, that it rose so high as to be in immi-

sacrificing time, money and life for Christ's
sake. While ministers of other: demominations have looked for a support from 4

promises

“I'mention this as an encouragement to
those who have doubts as. to the hopes of

drew a long breath of relief that

them grace to work, and while their physical: strength lasted, they went willingly,

comes,— What

vation.

the dear heck; snd it was then, whilé un-

God has given

to

mined to go where he could find more con- lost to the church, and perhaps have. been
genial society. After a while he was ‘miss- deft or driven even to walk in the broad
ing from the Sabbath-school, then) from road that leads to ruin.
i
H. F.SmiTH.
church; and Mrs. Grundy and her friends

quite

which are before, they have pressed toward | that was tied on strong enough to * make
the mark of the prize of the high calling of itstay,” as Mischief said, was released from

God in Christ Jesus.” Many of them, who
have faced the prairie winds and been too

The atmosphere

started

gospel was designed for their belief and sal-

ders, the side glances and the keep-alooffrom-me expression which met young
Somers when he next went to the social
circle of the church. He felt ill at e 5G,

Mischief solved the mystery.

It is thus that our Apotir preachers have

§

“Where could it be?

Grundy

could doubt who saw the shrugged: shoul-

g/that I was just ready to put

fourteen,

a work of lasting benefit to the church.
These results have been attained under the
ordinary means of grace, no special effort
having been made in this direction; only
they have been taught to believe that the

wanted. She was now fully armed and
equipped to canvass the parish. And that
the warning was thoroughly given, no one

great haste to finish arranging my room.
Mischief wag busy as usual; helping here,
hindering\tlfere, and making herself very
y
generally. I looked for an’ article

fund” except what God in his pleasure has
+ seen fit to give them. Their increased zeal
in the work we can attribute to no other

:

Eo

of

and

serve the Lord, and gradually it extended

fellow's new notions will do harm unless our

tem-

:

known to move one hair's breadth in the di-

and to the prosperity of Zion. They have |: But the lesson I learned from a knot is a
gone as if sent by Heaven, and under the | good one. What is 1
Well, I wag in
support

id

n the

over which they had no control, have depriv-

ing ;=-when the church has grown cold, the ne place where so much may be accomplish-, that making fun of religious things,
«nd older members of the church:
ed them of large and generous donations
. meetings have become: thinly attended, and¥ooq with so little means. Tv ten years from do n't you y think ri ourfyoung people ought to | Now we are'in the midst of another gra- which they "then believed to be sure, and
there seems to be a general decline of in- this,it ‘wall require a great deal more talent, be warned P”
cious outpouring of the influences of the Ho-. render it impossible
at present to carry the
terest, then they arise, buckle on their time and money to make a start here than
Bro. E. had the highest respeot for Mr. ly Spirit, and this time it commenced
heavy burden with the limited endowment
shield, and gvith much faith move forward now.
and Mrs. Grundy; and he had never been among the children: Six or seven,between
A
L. C. CHASE,
of the College. ‘And. now the question
with all
dence that they are going to

fd

i

5
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Pre

of Zigp until they see the cause languish-

3

3

FEBRUARY

STAR,

er who thinks himself to be.
Ld over
if the church, © number of youth By a communication ina recent issueof trivial points. The leader has previously
be something doné-to start. an” interest in
ed hours on the lesson. It is all mapded among them, and with ‘the ‘the Star, from the pen of “0.8, C.,” we ed out before him, Its perspective is acthose piages ‘where theresso much pend©hild of but eight years of age gave learn that something must be done, and curately adjusted to his eye. He sees what
ing?
Wpoh those, indeed, depend in a stature, measured by her tapé-Tine.—Mra;|
great degree the success of Freewill Baptists Grundy soon ascertains that he is not quite evidence of conversion, was baptized ig an soon, or our educational interests must is importantand what is not. The difficulatl suffer, and, perhaps, be a magnifi-- ties, the obscurities, the practical thoughts,
in Nebraska.
a
i
me 1 orthodox ip some of his views.
He enter opening cut through the ice in the river,
all these he comprehénds; and, treating no
Of course we might go on shunning those tains opinions in regard. to many of the united with the churgh, and was thought by} $e ailure. In the last No. of the Star, it two
lessons alike, he is ready for this withleading
towns, and opening our interests in questions of the day, such as no member of many to have been the direct means, - under is suggested by the Faculty of Bates Coliege out the loss of a moment. Each teacher
God, of bringing an impenitent father and that therebe a convention of the friends of before him has a
our district school-houses, little villages, at the Meadville society ever heard ofi = And
Bible, notep
railroad stations, &c., and so. accomplish she says to worthy
Bo. E., in a solemn motherto Christ,—and is now, as we have education in N, E., to be holden the last of cil, pin ad able, the. book bpd.
a great deal for the Master, as our ministers ‘tone,~—** I have heard him say myself that good reason to believ®, a saint in. glory. | April, to consider the necessities of the Col- His evening we V 1 Suppose that the leader
t goes rapidly
over
.the text,
have done in the past; but shouldwe be he does n't believe there is anything in this Six years later, another powerful awakening lege and Theological school, and devise running pis on Ay
Then (oy LW for
satisfied with this? . Is it in harmony with world, that gives true enjoyment, to which occurred here, commencing as heretofore . means to lift ‘the load that now threatens difficulties. They are mentioned,
one by
this teacher, and another
by |
d ex=
the plan of’ Him who taught
* that repent- the Christian hasn’t a better right than in the Sabbath-school,” and whole classes their prosperity if not their very life.
plained. When obscurities (so.
is
ance and remission ‘of sins should be p each- anybody else; just as though th& Bible of children an Myouth gave their hearts to.
When Bates College assumed the respon- Juossible} havebeen Fumaved, the practical
God.
More
than
two-thirds
of
the
sixtyed in his name among all nations, begin-9 did n't teach that we are to come out from
sibility of furnishing a building and instruc- e8SONs are
wn out—the
which
ning at Jerusalem?" As a people, what the world and be separate from it. And one that were received into the church as tion for the Theological school, the trustees are to be pressed home, to wei Re a
is our duty in reference to the frontiérd he even went so. far as to say, that he the result of this revival, were under twenknew they were assuming a very heavy if the Spirit shall attend and Wess the effi
th
Are
K
word.
It seems to me that, by some combination,
hasn't a bit of sympathy with the long-faced ty-five years of age, several of them under
load, but they weré willing to bear a heavy
and
are
in some way, there should be more concen- religion that makes a person repulsive to twelve, and three under 5 ; and the very burden that the school
ht have a perma- numerously 8
. The
leson is not
tration of ‘effort in this new and beautiful everybody he meets.” Then, with an im- youngest ones have ever since been a pat- nent home. But. unfa seen misfortunes, gone
into A he
“That is Lop
done

‘Church Extension.
I.

:
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N

toad to his dark

nightingales.

shallows.

What

care

So

ith human

the

good

and

trae and beautiful
for the bneors of ‘the hu-

man toads who

grovel in the lowest of

form for all the Slazses, and the study of it
forms the central feature of each teachers’
meeting, The meeting having commenced

promptly

‘at 7.80; it is now’ 7.50.

Before

8.80, at which tiie devotion is to be briefly
resumed, there are 40 minutes, all of whicn

you have been in an extremity, and felt that
go—that' Jacob-like, ’
you eould not let God
the answer came,—
you must hold on—a

Ralph. Wells.

Hh

can be devoted tq the lesson. The time, as: “I.find it ‘a very hard thibg to undergo’
{ will be. geen, must be used economically. misfortune but to be content with’ a oomAn honest ‘man is believéd without an None can be wasted tn discussions, "None petent ‘measure: of foriune, and to avoid
in long-winded: disquisitions, either by tae greatness, I think a very easy m tter.
oath, for his reputation swears for him.

earth's pleasures!

ll

oy
Zz

-

Jo

;

A

THE
wi

Sn

him that advice
warned 'him, and gave
n for
which ‘only a mother can give, for,
the moment,

has here no rest in

ark she wings ant,

remembered

-

won—the celebrated Ambrose.

w

And now

upon

a mighty, shower

end, &

i

Christ.

which

them if the main busin
the vi

my.

him from above also in the unclouded glory
serene dis

no ajhots from our depravity are passing to
bewilder and darken our judgment. We
want him from above to flood our conscious-

nesg with light uncolored by vur own

pd

sions and false conceptions, to make clear
our inward beholdings and bring the subjective consciousness into Sorfeshondency

the

eternal, objective Reality.

and

image of

unthinkable,~—the

themselves!

We

want

God revealed from above not less than from
ize within, overlaid

aRove ; unobscured

by

waxm

af-

man

occur.

accord-

corner of his soul.

also, of the

aR

CFE

promptings

through

effect of a single

of

our

or

g room, to come to Jesus;

of early winter.

As he rose higher toward |

the blue heaven, his keen eye saw
on the distant river, whose margin

floatin
was al-

ready frost-bound, the carcass of a huge
buffalo. He paused in his upward flight;

heavens,

|-

conscience,

or

in

Penrhyn Stan-

»

Every

N

ergies, he slept on

the fetid mass, and amid

The blood, stiffenhis feet to the reand onward was he

mains of the carcass;

It was

too

late;

hur-

ried over the rapid, he was sucked into the
boiling cataract, and dashed to destruction
on the rocks beneath.

How

analogy

quity,”

does

such

in

human

saitly

an illustration
life!

His

find its
own

the Scripture, * shall take

wicked hi

ini-

the

and he shall be holden with

the copds.of hissing.” Thereis a deep and
and Judaism as the Essenes‘Yeceived
his neighbors as the caviler had awful m sit in the downward progress of
it, had their lofty and beautiful ideals of to.exclade
when he who once was the master of
moral perfection and their strivings after it. so captiously supposed, but to prevent his souls’
sin becomes the “slave of sin." * Alas,
God has never been without a witness, for small children fom falling in. . While the there are scores of men in every neighborincident illustrates how ‘hasty dnd unjust
the Word has ever knocked at the door of the
world often are in their. condemnation hood who would
give all they have to, béethe human heart and sought to enlighten
here was a time when
also how small .gin life again,
every man that cometh into the world. But of Christians, it showsreproach
upon our they never intended to be vicious; but step
thing may bring
in the LordeJesus Christ the heavens indeed aChristian
character, and even the cause we by step they
lowered themselves, Shame,
are cloven, and mot only our ideals of per~
;
}
truth, self-respect died.
The lower elefection are exalted and purified, but God-is confess.
Some one hag said that Christians are the ments of their nature first were freely inyielded to us with transforming power to

$e

~~

s

en

ism,

from

evil,

only Bible some men read.

to energize,to create

anew, to bring the ideals which he gives
more rapidly to
their realization, to clear
the way for his Spirit to come in pentecostal
gales, and to glorify himself in’ a hiunan
nature redeemed and sanctified, Do you

say that after eighteen hundred years the

work is not. yet done, and very imperfectly
done in Christendom itself? But. what are
eighteen centuries in the cycles of God, for

bringing

such a world as this to such

a

piteh of
glery and of experimental knowledge
of himself ? It was longer than that
before the world discovered that the nearest

fixed star was anything but a twinkling

‘point in the firmament.

Bat Herschel

says

“that when he turned his glass in that direc-

tion the star changed to a sun and came

him,

or

in him,

through

- 468 Wabash Avenue Room, 5.

CHICAGO,

him,

ZETNA

shortof the surrender of life, would ever

have rent the vail or broken up the graves.
God would still have been at a distance,
hell been still unconquered, and he who has

the power of death still undestroyed.
blood of the Son of God has done

3

The

what all

j

besides never did, never could do, and over
him thus
preached and- set forth it is still

to be said,
life.”

‘He

:

1571,

CXCELS

that hath the Son, hath

ALL

OTHERS,
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of the morning, and

he

—————

on

had

just reached its destination,and

ILLUSTRATED

JISTORY OF
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The Little Corporal

early morn-

ing found us very. tired and sleepy, as we
~~ By Wm. SMITH, LL.D.
stepped to the platform and Hay on our Publishing House with all its contents, incluAUTHOR OF SMITH'S BIBLE DICTIONARY.
ding all the BACK. NUMBERS on hand, andthe Elecway.
It contains over
The child had evidently worn those new, trotype Plates for the November number which was
org A His rE
oe
valuable
of
the
ever pul blished. " The
tight boots all night, and was now so stiff already for the press and partly printed. Notwith- ad
labor and ved As LR
8 are gathered in this
and lame that each step was a distortion of
,
clear light upon ev. | one volume,
to throw a stro

her dear little feet’ and ankles.
How the
oor child must have suffered during the
g, long hours of that night of travel! I

but contrast her appearance with that of a
little boy by my side, whose shoes were old,
and easy, and comfortable,. Iknew that he
had enjoyed a nice night's sleep, with day

standing this terrible “ BAPTISM

THE LITTLE CORPORAL |

dress as at home. Now, he was bright and
fresh, and well fitted for the day of travel
before him, while the other little one was

I thought,

arents learn common sense,
their children for comfort !
All

day

long,

as I

** When will
and

journeyed

dress

om,

and

ry

— Send for Circulars

WANTED

EE

STILL LIVES!!!

clothing laid aside, and robed in his night

just the reverse.

OF FIRE,”

The December

number

will appear early

in November, more BRILLIANT and CHARMING
ever before.

than

It will be extra large, containing about

dquble the usual number of pages, and will be
to all new subscribers for 1872, FREE.

eth in us, unto Him be glory,” etc., this ex-

sent

pression fell upon my soul like a revelation
from God. ‘He can do by His power,”
I said to myself; * above all we ask, above
all

even

that we

think,—nay,

exceeding

the Corinthians

Paul speaks

of

as ap epistle known and

read of all men.

As our lives are made up

‘largely of common, every day facts, the extent of most men’s influence, in the way of

example, is “limited by these.

You may

kept

a

carry only ‘a rush-light, butif that is only
trimmed,

and

burns with

steady,

constant flame, it may eclipse in effect the
brilliancy of the calcium light, which now
and then flashes out in the life of some great
man,
Ts
;
:
:

It is pleasant: to think that to all our active efforts for Christ, is added this passive

influence, which flows from the example

every

day, life,

make up our daily

The

little things

life, may be like

of

which

the in-

fluence of a gentle rivulet, which has hewn
in

its

knelt down ; and

although I had never ful-

dulged,

then

exacting,
trollable,

became

importunate,

then domineering,

Dear young man, the pride

then

of a mother,

the hope of a father, with an intensity of
yearning love I conjure you to pause ere
you go into the way of sinners. If your
feat have

you,

your

turned aside,

steps.

Your

retrace,

strong

“1

will?

sions, till at length you will feel bound, and

yourself borne over the rapids a
then find
lost and helpless wreck.

The Power of the Blood:

been

clothed in an entirely new dress, and

out a new

course,

presents

every
ave
Somely appearance. It should be
every pastor and church-memBaptist family.
ber havea copy of this newly revised and useful
aper covers,
book. Price, in cloth, only 25 cts.; 1m
15 cts, Postage extra; on theformer, Rhus on thes
2 cents.

y

PERTYECTED

TO

Most

unable

Easiest

Do

Holds Firmaest;

all

The

Thyself.
I know that Thou wilt do it.
Thou wilt do exceeding abundantly above
all that I ask.”

[ was not disappointed; all my

were
the

er.”

removed,

Lord

Then

my

anguish

extended

I could

saints what is the

to me

quelled,

breadth, and

and

with

all

depth, and hight; and know the love of
Christ which passeth knowledge. Then
was I able to say: ‘ Return unto thy rest,
O my soul! for the Lord hath dealt bountifully with thee.”

For

Jesus.

A Christian man went one day. toa poor
widow, taking with him a warm, butiwells
worn garment, and two good, but stale
loaves of bread.
The weather was severe,

and the
garment was very thankfully received.
The bread, also was better than
her usual fare, and® she blessed the kind

was Jesus I was visiting

TRY IT.

doubts

length, and

in the person of

one of his disciples, I would have taken her

a new garment and fresh loaves of bread.”
There was a lesson for us in the commands God gave to his ancient people
about what was dedicated to his service.
Nothing was accepted which had a blemish.
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am I, bound hand and foot,unable to move,

turn

willbe your will, dimmer your sense of
moral beauty, more desperate your pas-

12meow4

CHRISTIAN
BAPTISM.
This little book has been revised by the author, has

RELIANGE_WRINGER,

giver. Afterward, hearing a serthon upon
you
&! iving to the Lord in the person of his poor
|
weaker
But soon
children, he reflected, arf I bad thought it

now, may, through God's mercy,

from the pit of infamy.

I beseech

a

latter,
ly confided my inward struggles to m
fiends, the prayer of Rieu was filled wi
such admirable f:ith as he would have uttered had he known all my wants. When
I rose in that inn room at Kiel, I felt as if
‘my
wings
were renewed as the wings of
‘edgles.”
m that time forward I comprehended that my own efforts were of no
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their gifts of song,
Choristers

are

now

and

then

a

serious

away

And whena chorister ‘cannot of will not

from the great body of worshipers... The
the Psalmist, ‘‘Let the people
praise thee, O God, let all the people praise
thee,” ‘ought to
something more

work in harmony with a church that" is intent on having its music serve truly relig-

otherwise shut

and

which

offers a large

0

Floral

Chromo to customers on terms so excep| tionally liberal, must have a past history—fullof instruction, and is likely to have a

future abounding in gignificance. There is
no need of making comparisons; but if a.
more magnificent, suggestive or cheaper

the almost ‘blustering words

or for thé red-faced passion with which the

for the last three months, was held

long and earnest discussion did be

English people gexerally blart out their intemperate rhetoric. We look for the continuance and growth of a manly friendship
between the two peoples; but we wish that

ton. last week. Many influential citizens
had had a part in the enterprise,and by. their

Catalogue than this appears in any quarter,

efforts a great variety of ways and means

Meantime; we suggest that our readers, who

80 often or so seriously in peril.

to raise money was provided. © ‘While many
of these means closély resembled in fuct the
pool-selling at races and the raffling in cor

Current Topics.

ner saloons it is believed that they partook
‘nothing of their spirit, and that the worthi-

grow vegetables or flowers, or who ¢
the beautiful, will-do well to send 25 ¢ots.to
Rochester at once fora copy of this Oatalogue. It will speak for itself, justifying .

succeed

in escaping p {grmal censure. In the resolution finally alopted, neither the Bible nor
the Book of Discipline was directly quoted
for his Mscomfiture ; hut he was set studying a ** deliverance” of the General

was expressed that he might profit by the
discipline. And then the court adjourn-

id

~——TaE

ed.
The case is SogEee.
It shows a growing liberality in sentiment, and an increasing respect for the individual conscience.

Mr, Cuyler escapes censure; some

of Gladstone,

ebullitions of temper like~fhis did not put.it

Assem-

bly on the subject, of woman's preaching,
which dates back to the year 1832, and told
to heed the lesson taught; while the hope

of his

Law's

Mrs. Laura D.{

DELAYS.

Fair, the notorious California woman who
shot her paramour while

sitting beside his

wife, because she felt that

his better nature

was gaining supremacy and blandishments
were losing their power, is still unconvicted,
and grows more confident of an acquittal. A
new trial has been granted her by the court,

brethren openly defend him and endorse
the policy of asking competent and g
"gnd on grounds that seem especially frivo‘women to preach; those who complain nd lous and indicative of a disposition to overdemur hesitate to punish for sych an
|of- ride justice by means of the pettiest and
fense ; the Christian public calls for a
gkn- most unwortyy of legal technicalities. It is

Mission fair, which has been in preparation

sides with’

the

pastor

and

the

The excited statelof

the

English

mind,

who caress little for the:

public opinion as shes

over the case which the United States has | ' womanly

may it be our good fortune

has taken under its care.
season of the most

decalogu

for

Death of the Education Society.
BE

would

denomination generally, and to our various educatiznal interests that bear upoh thealogieal cul-

be opportunity for charity, and the North
End Mission - will not be likely to let
its money mold during the spring and sum-

ture, we open our columns to d
rs,
occupying different standpoints,
80
important phase of the case may fail of a presenta-

mer.

tion.

TmELy

MeTAPHOR.

Stebbins, Starr King's

Rev.

successor

All possible lightis needed, and

the frank

but courtedus expression of con

Mr.

‘is essen.

tial to fairness, and is alone likely to

in a San

bring

in the

reliefand harmony that are so.
of
course each writer speaks simply for. himself, or
for those whom he is authorized to represent, or

Francisco pastorate, said a fine and forcible
thing at a public dinner the other day, in
protesting against the moan and foolish

prejudice and inhuman

i

[As the subject which was opened by the articlesof “ J. A, H.” is one of vital interest to the

seem now to be over, but there will always

——A
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oni im al Notes

To be sure, the

pressing want

to see a copy.

all we have said, and tell far more than we
have piosed at.

to relieve, Thisis notably the case with |
that portion of Boston which: this: Mission

who can ‘caress and lillwith equal art;

i

Bos-

wretchedness which these enterprises seek

Quakeress,

The English Tempest.

7

in

essof the object will justify the methods
8 which it is sought to: promote it.. No
onein the least familar with our large
cities can doubt the existence of the

erous chapity, and the-general public takes

handful of! professional singers perched in ang offense to the truest ‘and best souls.
or

seeds,

special work of proclaiming the
pel.
For this he was tried, and only after a

quite ‘too evident that
something be
sides a regard for law and the public good’
postage aréto be paidin advance,—and that perplexity.
When,—having , ne religious Miss Smiley will doubtless’ go on calmly ia operating upon the officers who ave |
those. who. wish the Chromo . will need to character, as’ is too often the ¢as¢,+their with her preaching; Mr, Cuyler will nod charged with the responsibility of the case.
and smile his encouragement; the exposi- It shows that the legal discriminations are
signify that “wish in connection with [Weir | work is purely professional and. rests only
on a business basis, they mow and then tors will learn to interpret. Paul so as to not all mate in favor of men, and against
remittance,
J
plague and try the best part of a church make him favor the liberty of prophesying ; what is called the weaker and unprotected
even more than they profit the treasury or and society will ingdist that whatever need- sex.
b
‘Here is a woman, handsome, brilliant,
add
to the real value of the worship. The ful work a woman proves herself able
Church Choirs anid Sipging.
religious ends should never in such cases to do well, and remain’ a true woman,. she fascinating; but who is also audacious,
Some day, we hope that part of our pub- be subordinated to the secular. No church is thereby commissioned to do. All of conscienceless, ready to smile upon and
Jie worship which is especially adapted. to should consent to employ or retain a chor- which seems to us in perfect harmony with then victimize anybody who can flatter her
ister who exhibits a spirit or adopts a line ‘the liberty ‘wherewith Christ makes his gpec- vanity, fill her purse, gratify her love of disunite the whole congregution,—we mean
play and her ambition for licentious conthe singing,—may be th& act of the people of ‘policy that, is at war with the highest ple free.
rather than that of a quartette or a mere ends of church life, or that becomes a grief
quests; who follows pledges with perfidy;
an organ, loft

dering not less than . one dollas worth
+

A full ad-

Calmness will do her credit; bad justmént of these relations - can perhaps
ence. No fault of this kind is laid “to her gain.
prove them to be.-still hitman,
8 hardly be looked for at once, but such a conut choirs, as we find them, are some- charge, The offense consisted in inviting a temper will soil her reputation,
And
80
we
can
see
as
yet
no
sufficient
reawoman
to
speak
in
the
name
of
her
Master,
dition can not be far in the Tature.
J '
| times hard things to deal with, Their sensir—
in the place whee Christian teaching is ns- son for the quiet protest in the Queen's
14, 1872 1 bility: is something noticeablé. . They stand ually given, and on the day set apart t the speech, for the ‘bitter sneer of Disraeli, for
—A Wortay CHARITY. The North End
in the public thought, —and perhaps not

© ,| without: some reason,—as the symbol : of
&BORGE T. DAY, Editor.
quarrelsomeness.
They are not free from
ambition, envy, jealousy, and the spirit of
,8@ All communications designed. for publication
defiance and dictation. In their own realm
should bg addréssed to the Editor, and all letters on
business, -‘remittances of money, &C., should be. adthey insist on a }iberty that is pretty nearly
drassed to the Publisher,
license. They sometimes attempt to rule
| the society ; they threaten the deacons; they
‘are impatient at the suggestions of the minA Special Premium.
Py
T
ister,” They seem more intent on’ maintainTo every new sibseribes for the Morying ing what they call their own rights as sing-

elegant works

to instruct, or quickeh or Gass

114, sR.

for those who endorse his views.
cle is promised from the same
lowing.—EDb.]

and brutal treat-

ment accorded to the Chinese. The boldness of the man and the pungent “vigor of
his metaphor took the heart of the gathered

A second arti-

source ; as the fol-

In three logical articles we have had the

‘‘generous ” offer of Bates College, to take
the fundsof the Education Society, reprecompany by storm. He said:
sented ** ag certainly as brilliant
exhibiIf any of your cheap politicians have won
tion
of
pure
benevolence
as
ever
ed bea penny by it in the passions of an hour, beWe
ware! Beware when you put that penny in. fore the eyes of this denomination.”
your purse, lest the eagle on the reverse of admit the flash, but fail to see the_benevoyour gold coin sticks his talons through lence. It seems to others, as well as to
and scratches the face of liberty.
the editor of the Star, that there is some

Fuestion

—

respecting the 'sounddbss

reasoning and the justice of the conclusi
Respecting tthe reasoning, it may be $id, —

—— CONSTITUTIONAL RECOGNITION
OF
Gop.
The: Convention ‘held srecently in

honor
presented to the court of arbitration now in .lovers like Cleopatra, fi
Cincinnati to urge a religious amendment to 71./It seems to be contradictory,«affirmfor his withdrawal on bis own motion, or session at Geneva, is a disagreeable sur- a common courtesan,
the U. S. Constitution, agreed upon the fol- ing, first, that the ** money given for one
We them like the queen of t
than
8, prayer reaching out after a distant for him to receive a courteous but effectual prise to us ou this side of the sea.
lowing form, which it is proposed shall con- ‘school enn not honorably be appropriated
and misty Sl ung and: something more dismission. For'it is the imperative duty would use no satirical or unfraternal is this woman coquetting™W
stitute the amended preamble to that doc- to another
which ceases to be justice, and
;” but it is finally concluded that
than af
ple of poetic licensé or East- of a church so-to express its praise that it words over a grave matter like
toying
ument
:
:
threatens
the
harmony
of
two
great
Pow|
it
can
ily
a second school, or used’
Singing
ought
to
bean
inernh
sentiment till she changes its moral indigshall build up’'godliness and unify’ and .exin a copartnership, or even given tod elastegral part of public and
vate education. alt the pious hearts within itself. It is alike ers, But, so far as we tow utiderstand the nation into a sentimental and half admir- ' We,the people of the United States, hum: Christians sho ld jniegest themselves in it bound to regulate the services at the front facts, this last tempest ot indignation finds ing pity, dnd till it seems as though she is bly acknowledging Almighty God as the gical, local institution, which Was 06% char:
source of all authority and power in civil tered for theological instruction, nor pipe:
asa duty to be done, and asa meansof and in the rear of the sanctuary. It'has no as little to justify itas did the” earlier storm really likely to receive the martyr's meed government,
the Lord Jesus Christ asthe |
servifig
the cause of
religion. It ought to fights alloy, the orchéstra to antagonize which broke out on the delivery of Mr. instead of the execration and discipline of ruler among the nations, and His revealed | ed under the control of the denomination.’
2. The elaborate argument proves too
be deemed important
have a church that
e authority, in order to
pil it). £4 let the Tehibir ud the Sumner’s speech on the same " question ‘that the deliberate murdevess, It is much.as will a8 of su
Christian ‘government, and in much. Contributors never thought of the
is now freshly called up,
can properly praise as well as one that ca
Parton says: “Interesting women ¢an now conititute a
ok
the pledchar, and consent that fhe It is certainly a tempest that is now pag- shoot men- at their liking, and march off orderto form 4 more
ject union, estab- oneness of the Biblical ‘School, ay’ more
“Hesiuslly pray. Vocal prayer is general
hymn destroy the moral effect of the serlish
justice,
insure
domestic
granquill ity, than of its locality, its teachers, its agents,
ing in England. | Jt may be superficial, from the field with flying colors.” While provide for the common cefense,
its ov
:
asingle voiee ; mon:
promote
short-lived, a thing chiefly of words from New York ‘is rousing herself to gibbet the general welfare, and secure the inalien- and the motives urged ; and if every idea in
s ‘for the umiited
Some. day, as we have said, we hope to
to be
the throat, stirred more_by policy . than by magnificent crimes, we trust San Francisco able rights and blessings of life, liberty, and the minds of donors must ¢ontinue
cployment of the vongues and tips of the
see our congregations, as a whole, singing
to take them down and can- the pursuit of happiness to ourselves, our realized, then Parsonsfield, Lowell, Whitesits forces to is not going
multitude. The general interest felt in con. with spirit, utrderstanding, devoutness and conviction, and sure wah
posterity, and all the inhabitants of the land,
gregational singing is'a cheering symptom, harmony, and the choir and organ nobly little practical purpese. But it is a tem- onize them. While Tweed is branded as a do ordam and establish this Constitution for town and New Hampton must have their
respective proportions of the fund, and the
pest, felt over the whole realm. The press villain, we trust Mrs. Fairis not Yb be hail- the United States of America.
and is prophetic ‘of something valuable. helping ‘them. But even now, while #
first teacher must receive a large share of the:
to its presence, the ‘mercantile ed asa heroine and a saint,
testifies
But there is no such thing as having good ing for that better thing, we believe
We
greatly
desire
that
this
nation
may
be
gh
houses take note of it, the Queen's speech
more devout and Christian than it is, in’ its imcome. One, oné hundred, or sny other
or even properly endurable congregational isters and choirs should so behave ®
bears witness to it, the Parliamentary “Jead- ——TRAVELING
SCHOLARsEres.
It mmy theoretic faith, and especially in its public numerical term may be used to include all
singing without effort, painstaking, practice, churches so manage, that all things rel
ers
are
powerfully
swayed
by
it.
:
be
considered
as
among
the
important
policy. But we have very little confidente within itself, or as excluding all beyond.
systematic drill, and a general willingness to public praise may be ‘‘done Aoet ;
Whatis the matter now?
Well, itis signs of the times that various foreign in any such effort as this to Christianize it; When bishops are reguired to have one
* to subordinate mere artistic excellence and | in order.”
:
But when
said that the bill ‘presented by the United governments are moving ‘in the direc and fear that such an amendment, if made wife, it is exclusive,~~but one.
effect to the truly religious objeet., So long |
late
a
man
is
to
provide
for
his
own,
surely he
our
during
inflicted
damages
for
States,
inand
hypocrisy
tion
of
establishing
scholarships
to
aid
more
nurture
as the singing is left to take care of itself, it
now, would
4 May Wemen Preach?
To supwar by the Alabama and other privateers, those who would perfect their education tolerance than high principle and genuine isqot thus forbidden to do more.
el OO
will be lawless and offensive to all true
pose
that
contributions
were
made
for one
and
for
Whose
ravages
upon
our:
commerce
has
found:
himself
high
Rev.
T.
L.
Cuyler
fora
abroad.
The fact as well as the prin- godliness. We ave more anxious
taste; so long as we look to our church
is ex- ciple of the Oxford traveling scholarship character than for anevangelical creed, and school, in the exclusive sense, is absurd.
responsible,
confessedly
is
ranged
with
the
supporters
of
the
Woman's
England
choirs to yield us nearly the same sort of
He is there too against extravagantly large, and includes items fund is known to many.
Itis to establish believe an effort for the first of these things Suppose the funds should everbe adequate
gratification that is sought at the hands of Rights movement.
that
cover
only
constructive
or
indirect
his
intention
and
will.
He
has
protested
one similar to this that M, Jules'Simon has more needful and promising than a petition for twé or mere theological institutions,
the eemcért Or opera troupe, our sanctuary
losses. And the making out and presenta- lately made a motion iv the French Assem- for the latter. The Christian Union puts a and the denomination should need and deHe
has
more
than
true
‘object,
and
against
that
movement,
singing ‘will fail of its
mand them; would any man presume that
weigh down the devout souls whom it orce put himself in open opposition to it. tion of such abil, it is said, is an offense so bly. The Belgian Chambers has just pass- partof the case very fairly and forcibly in the intention of the donors absolutely rewould be justified ed laws establishing such a fund, giving the following paragraph:
England
that
He
calls
it
unscriptural.
He
insists
that
it
grievous
should lift nearer to heaven.
quired that the funds must be used as a
the court-room preference, by special article, to those
withdrawing from
The indirect effect- of the Amendment
- As things are, there is still a demand for is calculated to rob woman of her moral in
anit,—* that they can not honorably be
disgust,—
protesting
and
would
b¢
great
enough,
no
doubt.
It
dignified
competitors who speak English, German
choirs. ~Indeed, when congregational sing- delicacy, and weaken her. in the soefal amd in
where relig- appropriated to another "? - Nobody asks
case
every
in
has
cited
be
she
would
where
court-room
very
'
the
domestic
sphere
where
Providence
has
set
and
Italian.
It
might
be
better
if
no
pref|
ing is adopted, there will yet be need of
solemnly agreed to have whole case in erences were expressed, but with the prin- 'jous zealots wished to make their convie- for a division of the funds, but only that
tions the standard of other
e's actions. the Society shall disburse its own jncome so
them. Mt is fitting to use in public worship her-as a queen. In the triumph of that
dispute argued and passed upon; and to ciple itself little fault can be found, It. will | "It would be used to foree the
Bible on” unmoré or }éss such music as “the average or movement he seems to see all sorts of caaccept and abide the decision. And it is the aid and encourage many who would not
wills readers in the schools. It wquid as most effeetually to accomplish the origithe superior congregation can not execute. lamities. The home is to suffer. The church
outcry
indignant
the
best possible justification: to Catho- nal object, as stated by the articles now
The state is to be af- ' clamor over this bill,
otherwise put themselves under such a bur- give
Anthems, Sentences, Sclect Pieces for spe- is to lose its sanctity.
ies
for
making
the State the orgum of their under consideration,—which ' artieles affirm
the
it,
presents
that
mation
the
against
Election
den, and a large share of the results will in |, 'veligion, wherever
cial occasions will still be called for,and these flicted with a chronic anarchy.
they
were
strong that ¢* the Education Society was chartered
back
taken
once
at
be
it
that
demand
noisy
time
come
back
to
benefit
the
state
that
enough. It would strengthen the enemies for the purpose of promoting theological
can be properly rendered only by the train- days are to become more turbulent and terthreat
indirect
the
and
cut: down,
provides for the aid. Why can not some of of Christianity ; and reopen that wretched
ed choir. And such:a. choir does perhaps rible than they now are. The caucus is to and
from the trial if this is not our own Colleges follow the example? chapter of history, the: mixing
of Church culture among the rising ministry: of our
its highest work in sustaining and leading incarnate fiercer passions and bring out ‘to withdraw
church.” AM contributiors for this general
temthé
.done,—it is this that constitutes,
Have we not some liberal friends of eduwea-- and State, which now seems closing. But
the voices of the congregation where ‘all saucier speech. The political éampaign’ is
end must be employed according to the
‘we
shall
not
make
ourselves
miserable
over
the
from
land
the
over
howls
which
pest
tion who will’give them the opportunity
to | these
the people” join in the praise. What the tobé doubly soiled with dirt-throwing gi
possible calamities, since there-is not original intention of contributors; just as
makes
and
Tweed,
the
to
English'chapnel
|
n
do se?
the slightest chance that the Amendment bequests, which fix the object and appoint
leader is to the choir, hat should the choir more terfibly dashed with billingsgate. :
the political sky Gat with ominous por"will ever be adopted.
be to the congregation: 1t is a service that short, Mr, Cuyler has foreseen nearly I
the executor, must be fulfilled in both partents.
“ANOTHER FALLEN MAN.
What there
exalts the function of the few trained sipg- the disasters attenfiant ‘upon the triumph of
ticulars. Foreign Mission funds, given to
diplomatic
a
even
as
should
We
of
vision
is in theft that should lure so many to its | Fupron St. PrRavir MeeTme,
We
ers, instead of putting dishonor upon their the movement which” haunt the
one Board, can not be appropriated Po
e lurid ‘the prophecies quarrel with England over this question’ practice and then bind them to the habit, is call special attention to the account of the
work. If they were to put religion hefore Dr. Todd and
Home
Missions, nor colleges, nor ftransfer|
nations
both
to
shame
bea
would
It
now.
| still. an open question for the philosophers. Fulton St. Prayer. Meeting, given by our
art,'and devotion before the gratification of of Mr. Greeley. “And yet, after all, he is
red to other Boards for management, withAnd we .| But such eases seem to be multiplying, nor
continents.
two
to
disaster
a
and
publicly
arraigned
as
one
of
these
innovatNew York correspondent. His first letter,
taste, they would thus “éstimate it. And
too much faith in the justice, the hon- t does each additional one furnish any satis devoted to. thé same subject, which :appear- out a liability to moral censure and legal
until this is done, there is very little accept- ing reformers, and charged with compro- have
the discretion and the magnanimity of factory data to solve the question. A ed two weeks ago, was especially in terest- injunction. The Education Society, having
able praise rendered through the sanctuary mising the dignified and conseryative Pres- or,
The sober young man in the Boston post-office has ing; that found in the present issue is still received funds in trust for theological culpeoples to anticipate this.
both
theodisorganizing
his
|
hymns, however sweet may be the concord byerian church
ture, can neither ignore its responsibility
the first just been arrested for, embezzling moneyover
prevail
more so; and we venture to promise somepractice. It i8 rather second thought must
of sounds, or. however much regard may ries and scand
nor divert its funds to a local purpose.
we
But
bluster.
and
surliness
of
outburst
letters,
and
completely
disarms
the
transacthus classed
thing not less attractive in the last portion
be paid to rhythm and . melody and dynam- odd and somewhat hard to be
None
but a few. personally interested in one
of,
tion of its exciting character by coolly ae of the story which will be given in our
when oné can not appreciate this. recent eruption
ics, to andante and staccato, to pianissime with the most radical of radicals
institution
ask for either. A large number
words.
hard
of
volleys
bad blood and these
knowledging his whole guilt. He was next. The writer speaks out of a long and
and fortissimo.. One burst of real adora- has gloried in bonservatism and lifted up
have believed that, while the funds ‘should
quar+
the
as
them
of
think:
to
like
not
generally
regarded
as
a
moral
and
honest
do
We
intimate acquaintance with the men and
tion from a soul that tells its reverent love to his' voice. to warn men against stepping
th+ hands
as well as out remain intact and undivided in
rel of ar: unsatisfied eonscience stirred up young man, but it seems that he has pur- matters of which he writes,
God even through a cracked and quivering aside from the old paths.
divided
be
should
income
the
Society,
the
of
had
hoped
was
it
loined about $25,000. from letters passing of a genuine sympathy with ali that is
The offense was simply this. Mr. Cuyler by accusing facts which
..yoiee, is more to the infinite ear and heart
appointed by the
men
different
between
attempt
an
as
nor
sight;
of
through
the
office
during
the
last
two
yeans,
out
truest
and
best
in
that
noted
and
unique
rebeen buried
than all the faultless harmonies of the Hal- invited an excellent, lady-like and talented
Society ; and that the locality of these men
Jelujah Chorus, when it starts only from the female preacher, belonging to the Society to put down by clamor what can not be re-to confessing that the mania was too strong ligious institution. That he wields a préctic- should be such as to secure the greatest
effort
an
as
upon him to be resisted. Tt is the old story ed pen and sketches with a bold and faithby argument; nor
throats of an ambitious and exacting choir, of Friends, to speak in his pulpit and to his sisted
the case.in the court of European of a prope} exterior, but a weak will anda ful hand, will be seen at once. He is bent good of the whole denomination, regardless
‘intent merely on extoxling the’ admiration congregation. The invitation was accept- prejudge
An experiment to see if pliant eonscience - within, - Pity must be on picturing the meeting ‘“as it is, and not of the condition, wants or pleas of any loed, and: Miss Smiley opened her lips and opinion ; nor as
of the human hearers..
Ifit must go‘*as a
America
can
not
be
scared into a concession mingled with the rebuke of such acts, and as they print it.” He will write regularly cality or college.
A true choir is to. be honoved and prized: uttered .her message. Whereupon more
unit,”
then
it
must
go
to one man, and who
which there is little hope of inducing thro
the unequivocal condemnation which they for our columns, and it is hardly necessary. has a better right than the first Professor? If
"Its members render real’ and valuable ser- or less of the ministers associated with him
Ny,
believe
to
her sense of duty. We choose
erit should at least be. tempered with- for us to cbmmend his letters. They will
vice. They must spend time and nfoney, in the Presbytery were aggrieved, entered a
| not, it must go where the denomination as
believes that justice, charity. And is the lesson of certain dis- speak for themselves.
really
England
that
un-Presfor
hia
against
lant
|
undeserved
have
work patiently and hard,
a whole can derive the most benefit.
self-respect require her covery which they teach néver‘to be propal conduct had him indigted summon- honor and a ‘true
criticism and give ‘unappreciated service. | by
8. Inthe plea before us thereis: a false
usually
not
does
One
proArr 1 BysINEss.
to repeat the spasm of indignant and
erly heeded?
:
They must be in theirs places promptly at od and arraigned for, trial before the Presbyissue
made, and even that is changed severthan
more
has
look
into
a
catalogue
for
beauty
and
magshe
which
in
speech
rehearsals, and fill. their seats even on tery. The charges were read, the’ case set testing
of Flower and al times. How can the Education Society
Catalogue
the
“But
unand
nificence.
now,
before
herself
indulged
once
—
INTERNATIONAL
CorYmrIGHT,
Book
stormy Sundays. They usually get only a forth; a week was allowed for preparation,
Seeds, issued by Briggs & do the most for the theological culture of '
very different from publishers are busily agitating the subject Vegetable
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a year; and no more on 10 copies or.any
:
" number between one and: 10, when’

ne address, than on a single ‘dpe.
e
postage is payable at the office’ of "delivery.

for the The volume begins with the first number in
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of it, and see how

Jct,rn.
Above

and how

happy

Kindly we'll treat them,
we

can

make

them after

eyes glisten when I kissed them

good-bye;

and watched the carriage roll out of sight.

Joti)

their long up-hill and down-hill ride across __Oh, this is such anice way of visiting; to |
the country,”
+4 Agreed,” said Ida.

all Pri ice.

© «And

, $——_——

I guess I'll not go'to

Hat's,”

said

itor

“* My children sleep under the quilt now,|
and it is an unfailing monitor.”

mite The Boys Laugh

dodge all ceremony and preliminaries,to
be perfect)y natural, and meet each other,
like women, face to face, understandingly,
and withythe full conviction that you are

Joseph i

Kt Me

is “eight years

Review;

been generally recognized; “both in this country
ind in England, as the best and most satisfactory —
treutise on intellectual philosophy, within a reasonable compass, that the century has produced.

A HISTORY OF PHILOSOPHY » from Thales to the
resent time.
ho Professon of

.

old,

Dr.

Friedrich

Vigor, clearness,

Ueberweg,

hilosophy in the Universit
Translated from the fourth

of Konigsberg,

German edition, by Geo, 8. Morris, A. M.,
He wears shoes; the other boys wear
Professol9p of
Of ModernA egy
8 in the Univerunderstood,
—that
you
are
alkwomen
of
the
and
strangers,
we'd
better
kiss
them.in
a
boots.
Joseph
came
into
his
mother
yes-|:
A
Michigan.
ditions, by Noah
Her bonny, little one?
;
,
Duy
1.
on
ilo
of Yale Colsame kind of material y—Wginen subject to terday, in a very sad state of mind. The
heart, jolly manner.”
Just as dear ag the jostling clovers
loge.
ith » refuce by the editors of the
the
same
feelings,
and
aches,
and
pains,and
si the merry sun.
tears were rolling down his cheeks. His
Thenwe all grew chatty, and said we
lopopbica!’ ad Theological Library. Vol.
1.—History of the Anion and Medieval Phisad hours of gloom, who have had the little fists had wiped them away for a while;
would try which could be the kindest.
: Koso
iv Baid would mother ry
How
ew York: Charles Scribner & Co.
The carriage soon came whizzing up the same experience in joy and grief, who have but for every wear his little fist dried, there
1872. octavo. pp. 481.
To please her pretty lass?
road from the village, and our dear old planned and managed and worried the sine was left a streak of dirt from his hands.
The undertaking which is exhibited in practiJust as hard as the pattering showers
grass.
preacher assisted his daughters, two pretty ways, traveled the same paths, and gone
the
‘ What is the matter with my boy" ask- cal shape by the appearance of this imposing volplease
Try to
ame, is one in which the scholars and students of
girls, in lustrous alpaca, to alight. They in sorrow to the same Fountain to drink of ed mamma.
How fair does mother think
the
country will feel no ordinary interest. 1t is
came up the path, timidly walking behind the water that nevér faileth.
“I want & pair of boots I” sobbed Joo.
The darling at her breast?
one too which this Publishing House is espeWomen
are
alike
all
over
the
world;
the
**
A
pair
of
boots
!
Why,
my
lad
grou
have
their
father.
I
met
them
before
they
came
Just as fairas the glad white sea-bird
cially fitted to entér upon with eminent promise.
Thinks the wave’s white crest.
in, and when I was introduced I shook white-browed poetess, who dwells in realms good shoes ; ‘and such shoes “are better far It has rare facilities, the assured cooperation of
hands cordially and kissed them heartily, enchanted, is no truer a woman than the than boots.”
eminent scholars, a wide and enviable experiHow long will mother’s love
with a * How do you do, Magia; how do poor widow who toils at the washtub, and
“The boys laugh at me, and call me a ence on similar lines of effort, capital and enter:
For her treasure last?
you do, Hannah?”
Just asdong as her heart keeps beating,
stifles the sighs that her fatherless children baby, ‘cause I don’t have boots,” said Joe, prisé which not many publishing firms ean
boast, and it has won a place in the confidenceof
THY her life be past.
“ Well, I think you are a baby,™ an- the reading public that4s worth more than any
They laughed, and looked Suri; and may not hear.—Arthur's Magazine,
swered Mrs, Garwood.
‘A boy that is amount of mere money or brain, The plan conpleased, and sweet. Ida and Lily, enboldHow much will mother’s love
A Lesson from a Bed-Quilt. afraid of being laughed at is something of templates the publication of a select and com=
© Change, as years are told?
ened by my example, met them as though
Just as much as the mountain changes,
a baby; and a boy who cries because
he is pact library of text and reference books upon all
they
were" old cronies. We three were
— Edgar Fawcett.
“I shall never forget,” said
a lady one laughed at is a baby, sure enough; and a the main d
Or the ocean old!
ents of Theology and Philosoamused and delighted with each other, and
day to me, #‘my first, and I think I may boy whose little hands are thrust up into phy. ‘Atleast one condensed standard work will
charmed with the genial and pretty manjustly say, my last theft. When
T was be- his eyes, leaving black streaks on his face be brought out in each of these departments,
of the preacher's daughters. They
» | Where such a work as is wanted exists in a forhy ners
tween seven and eight years old, I went to
isa
very
great
anda
very
dirty
baby
;—"
eign tongue, it will be translated for this library;
were
.very
womanly
girls,
nothing
sham
—
—
a day-school in the neighborhood; and
But before Mrs. Garwood could say anoth- where the general treatisés are found dealing
about them, just really lovable and graThe pathways of Thy land are little changed
nearly every mbrning, on my way there, I
er word, the ‘‘ baby” had rushed to the with different branches of the subject, a volume
cipus.
Since Thou wert there ;
used to step in at Mrs. Bennett's to see her
will be made up by electicism and condensation ;
basin,and washing his face and hands, start- where an original work is likely to meet the
We laid aside all the surface-talk about
The busy world through other ways has ranged,

Lily.

How dear does mother hold

‘* And I guess, because they're tired

the weather, and the country, and

the making of new

on

south and the west. One window looks
down into a rustling young maple tree, and
the other down into the tangles of yon multiflora; and the view in the distance is so

with garments once,

beautiful!

and palm,

If Pd come home from school swag

paths
we see.

Man has not changed
them

land,

:

ring

are,

Thy steps faith sees.
sad regrets Thy steps,
we
not dead!

Our

path is onward

trace;

till we see Thy face,

And hear Thy tread.

bund

And now wherever meets Thy Jowliest

want better than

barefoot, I won't be a

felt sick.

My

tencher

asked

In praise and prayer,
; There is thy presence, there thy holy land—
® . Thou, Thou art there!

The § wily Cirle.

entreated him, saying: ¢‘ Oh, now, father ’
don’t ! Come, now, don’t tell, that's a good
father !”

We found Willie Brent a very talkative lit-

Wé had

been

with him

but a few days,
.

with

"It was Saturday,

0 hear

little else the next
what Willie had

of

me if I this we were mistaken.

Oh, how I wish she had not ant time yesterday po
“Yes, ma'am,”

been so kind !

“I said to myself, ¢ If she only knew

But he persisted ; and Bub, divining what

The Preacher’s Daughters.

was to come,

Sr

Bab came in from the village, with bright
eyes and flushed cheeks, and said: ‘ Just
guess who will be here pretty soon pm
Ilooked up at the clock,—it was<a quarter past ten then, and I said: ¢‘ Oh, dear,
des 1

said; * You tell on your

swimming back again.
float out of sight? and

‘| would it go?

:

was the respectful reply,

“but I"l tell you all about it to-morrow.
"Tis the Sabbath to-day.”
Almost consciencé-stricken,

that it was

and I'll tell on ours.”

We began

to

coax,

but

the

two

Would it never
if it did, where

men

Nn

While I leaned over the

sense

Our Father.

¢

Mrs. ‘Bennett's calico, and that

dearest folks in the world,”

said

Ida,

and

a

good

deal

Hat's, "

said

Bub;

i‘ but

her pretty
red lips stuck out

worse than usual.
“Tl
Lily.

go

over

* Shame on,you

to

Cousin

all, r.

said

«why don’t you ask who it is?”
“ Well, who is it?” suid Ida; “let the
worst come.”
‘ Why, the preacher came in his carriage
this time acrosd’ the country, and brought
ugh
both his daughters.”

well and make them like us.”

and

watched

know that I had been stealing. I climbed
over the bridge, at the risk of breaking my
, crept down the bank, and hid until

no rules for politeness
and good behavior.
He said no arts could compare with nature,

the wagon had passed.

that every person of good sense admired
simplicity,and it always foliiid a response in
every true heart; and that it elicited admiration from Svery one. Now that iis all

hiding-place, and tried to reach the calico;
but my arm was
too short. I took off my

« When all ‘was quiet, I. came out of my

shoes and stockings.

Ob,if any one should

see me

a desperate

now!

With

——

i

I,” said

I, compressing

my

lips

and trying to look severe.
“ INI go to Hat's,” said Lily, twirl ng her
bonnet by the strings.
And there we all sat, I am

ashamed

to

"say; and growled like threé old cats, until,
-at last, Ida said : “Now

this is too bad ;—
suppose. we were all going visiting them, at

_ good old Brother Newton's house,

and

his

girls would talk this way when they heard

we were coming, and we would get to hear
about it. Oh, how miserable we would
- fool m
¢*¢ That's sensible talk,” said Bub; ““ you
know it’s not the house, or the food, or the’
furniture,

or

fine clothes

that

makes the
visit good ; it is the heartiness and cordiali-

ty extended to one,—the good, warm, loving
welcome. Now we have room enough to
entertain: eighty persons in preity good

ashamed.

thority for many years to come, no matter what

other eminent names come into the list of men-

tal philosophers.

Tommy, and Tommy puts his around me,
and we say, * Now 1 lay me;’ then we get
warm," said the little girl.

i

effortI

my hand over Bub’s mouth, and I ba-a-a-h'd
but he gate, went up to the window, threw in the
and made long, loud moises,
only pitched his voip afew octaves higher, piece of calico, and was running away,
‘and would tell the story..
| when she called after me.
He said it was no more than fair; and
«t+ Sarah, my dear child, what ails you?
then he told how we dreaded to have th e I hardly turned back ; but she called again.
“preacher's daughters come; that we could 1.welt in slowly.
not behave well enough’; that our hous
«Why, Sarah, what is the matter with
was not in the best of order, and we had you?
You look'quite pale. What did you
not very much to eat, and our clothes: were
throw the piece of calico in the window
common, and we wouldn't know what_to
for?’
talk about; and the boy held us up in such
“I stole it,’ said I, desperttely, expeota light that made us seem very superficial ing that she would look horrified, and tell
and flimsy, and almost unwomanly.

We all laughed at the

similarity

of th

me never to come inte her house any more
e

two pictures held up to us so truthfully by th e
men, and I am very sure we were all taught
a good lesson.

Oh, the paltry, cowardly fear lest they do
and I believe nobody could come and find not, quite ¢ome up to the line marked out

style—things
good enough te eat at any time; |
any, of you appearing slovenly--you are
‘meat, with clean collars and smooth
‘hair, | Fact is, I don’t see any women, let
me go where I will, who look as well as
.. youthro do, and X don say this to flatter

‘o-yo
Pod

i

pither.?

‘We east glances at each other, and

the

THE LAND
Dare

over, after all, " I said;
* the key that opens one heart w ill unlock
all; so let us do as we , would that others

shoulddo unto us; let us make the best

toward

her,

put

her

OF DESOLATION : beng a
of BS
ion and dns

of

Four en?

2

Dr, 89

I

te,¥Er

rs

X

has long since

F sond the

need of certificates
to commend him to the con dence of the publicas a skillful
and plucky arctic explorer, or. ta set forth the

attrac-

tions of his books wherein hé tells the stories of
his adventures among icebergs and Esquimaux.

There is less science
in this volume than in some
that have preceded
it, but there is more clear and
vivid photographing of the scenery and life in

the high latitudes, dnd more pleasant and genial
entertainment

for the ordinary

reader.

Itisa

arm arbund me,

and sgid pityingly, * My poor childI’
“1 had not shed a tear all the day, but

American trans-

THE LITTLEGIRLIN BLACK. By Margaret E.
Wilmer. New York: National Temp. Soc. &
Publication House. 1871. 16mo. pp. 211.
Albertine Clennan,~the daughter of foreign
missionaries who died at their post while she
was
a child,

leaving

her
in the care of an

3

aunt

more worldly than motherly, and in company °
with & younger cousin whose influence did not
aid her in the highest way,~is
the name
of this

little girl in black, who fought her battles, sometimes at fearful odds, in

childhood

and

woman-

hood; but who, learringto trust and follow the
Captain of her salvation, came to earthly victories which foretold her heavenly triumph. It is
a pleasant, wholesome, fairly written story,
teaching true lessons of life, and here and there
setting forth the mischievous work of the intox-

responsibility

that

are very

grateful.

Lewisburg, Penn.
on Judges
‘Berlin, and

and Ruth
the

by

Prof.

G. R. Bliss of

The author of the comments
is Prof,

translation

Paulus
owes

Cassel. of

itself to Prof.

¢
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¢

THE MYSTERY OF ORcry Al Translated from
the French of Emile Gaboriau.
By George

M. Towle. New York: Holts: Willtous, 1871.
octavo. pp. 168.

This is No. 4 of the * Leisure Hour Series” of

volumesgwhich thes¢ publishers are issuing, in

Sold by E. J. Lane & Co.

THE ELEMENTS OF INTELLEC1UAL SCIENCE,
A Manual for schools and colleges. suridaed
“from “ The Human Intellect,” Br No ah Porter,D. D., LL. D., President of Yale College.
Same Publishers,
&c. 1871.

12mo.

pp. 565.

Max Moller has proved himself one

of the

most critical and successful of scholars in a department of study which is measgrably new,
full of interest, ahd which promises to be fruitful

in curious,
contributions

striking and important results.
to

the

science of language

His
have

its welcome , and no rival can fill its place.” It is
always in order and safe to subscribe for that.

Boston:

Littell & Gay.——G00D HEAL 1H is like

a sunny face and a cheery voice in the sick room;

—or_ rather,

ble word

out.

little

that cold upper

“sparrows,”

‘chamber,

sweet lesson of faith and

perched

taught her

trust she wil nev-

er-forget.
[]

term, Comparative Theology,
The 'science is
still in its infancy ; and, like other sciences at the

same stage of existence, it is in danger of suffer

No Grandia in
§ It.

“0 mamma ! Uncle Ned A got an aw-

ful lonesome old house I” -

ing from the injudicious and dogmatic enthusiusm of its friends and devotees. But Prof. Mul-/
ler is a calm, reverent, well-balanced .as well as
a brave and earncsf student. His judgment ds

fe

Why, Joe,” said his mother, ¢“ I thought

it was a very pleasant, cheerful house.”

+ But you was mistaken, mamma, There
is n't any grandma to that house, and so
when the mamma's “out shopping, there's

nobody there to love little children. I think
a house is awful that has n't any grandma

posed, even if his dmagination is strong,

which the

excessive.

These

Lectures

are

installment called

ting the material looked for in sn

way

of put-

Encyclopedia,

into 1,000 octavo pp.,isto be done here. Issued in
18 semd-mothly parts, at 40 cts, each. New York:

Frangis B. Felt & Co.——THE TRIBUNE

ALMA-

NAC is, if such a thing is possible, even

more

crowded than usual with varied and ample and
practical information

upon

public

atiairs,

the

general and state governments, census rettirns,
"&c. Whole volumes are boiled down into this
statistical pemmican,
It iy surprisingly cheap at
New York: Tribune Asso,
——

very sug-

gestive, They only fairly open the subject, indicate the method of study whose adoption can

previous

Whatever ean be done in the

his fondness for theorizing something unusual, 20 cts,
and his confidence in his early generalizations a
little

and snimated

of them richer, Boston: Alexander Moore.—
The Second Part of the NATIONAL ENCYCLOPEDIA has reached us, justifying every favora-

these

two

a trustworthy

dious subscribers, ahd it would make every one

She had a distrusting spirit = herself; but

helped to make Comparative Philology something
in really significant; his work in another though
a somewhat closely related field of inquiry is helping to give a definite and practical meaning to the

it is

teacher, solving hard problems, and showing the
value and the pleasantness of the ouuce of prevention. It ought to have 50,000 paying and stu-

We

had

well-nigh

overlooked a collection of

music sent by Ditson~& Co., ‘Boston & New
Not that
alone assure a genuine success, aim to justify York, for whieh we beg their pardon.
a resulute and confident attempt to learn what | such & House, that is filling the air of the conticommon truths -and merits the various systems | nent with such excellent and varied and everof religion may possess und the superiority - of changing harmonies, really needs our testimoni-

in 1t, don’t you”
“ Yes, darhng, I do,” said his nother | one over another, set forth the difficqities that®®l; but they have earned it, and it is a pleasure’
pass it over. We have: MINA’S MUSINGS, &
by a class of people who should rank as
*
and
we would n't give our grandma away beset the student who gives himself to this work, || Waltz, by C. E, Harrington; JEUNESSE DOREE,
« gqueezed oranges,” is - little short of throat ached. ‘Those three words opened
and
bint
in
a
very
frank
way
at
some
of
the
refor all the big" house, and fine furniture,
Sidney .Smith; THE LONG WHITE SEAM,
abasement!
the flood-gate of my poor little heart. I and lovely pictures of Uncle Ned, would sults which may be looked for;—painful at first bywords
by Jean Thgelow and music by 8. A.
perhaps
to
many
minds,
but
profitable;
and
likeburst
and
bosom,
(lear-seeing, generous people will not leaned my head on Wer
Ward; BIANCA, a Ballad, by Luigi Golfieri; Beweny
ly
to’
exalt
Christianity
in
the
intelligent
confiallow such ideas to find a. place in their into tears. * Surah, dear,’ she said as she
© “I guess not, » oried the’ loving little fol denée of thinking men.—The paper on Buddhisf SIDE THE. SEA, 8 Ballad, by Virginia Gabriel;
‘hearts, and it is not worth while to be | held me close to her, * tell me all about it. low ; *‘ it's just like having two mammas to Nihilism is interesting; its spirit is véry charita BENEATH OUR TRYSTING TREE, Song & Chorus,
friends with any other class, unless it be to _ #1.did tel) her, and my heart grow lightble, and’ there is something that seems a little by A. B, Hoag; THERE'S A NEW MOUND IN THE

ii amvent, Title bit ok soumendation coming LKTift them up and do them good.
"iy FRA ot vather, 4 bog of few Warde, wade | “ Will you ever come again, Miria P" I
6.
said, #8 saw her safely tucked in the carus all feel better.
a
© 4 Well, I presume
the women | are alike riage.
the whole world

that she couldn't have, such a wicked girl
play with her dear little Lizzie. She put
down her work, laid hold of my hand, drew
me

.
—

Steenstra, of Cambridge, Mass.—~This commenta- stiff paper and excellent type. It is popular in
ry is indeed somewhat extensive and costly, bat subject and style, but, like all this House sends
it is a perfect treasury of learning, research, out; it stands-on a high literary level.
critical scholarship, and homiletical and practical suggestion. ‘What the great organ is to othTHE SAINT PAUL'S MAGAZINE, perhaps the er instruments of music, this commentary is to very best popular literary monthly
issued in
other expositions of the Scriptures. Both are England, of handy size, and beautifully printed,
costly, and they require time and effort
for their begins a mew volame with the Jan. issue, with
“Do you take care of yourselves, little mastery, but they return a grand equivalent for new serial stories from the pens of Hawthorne
the money and the toil which they exaet.
and Jean Ingelow. It is supplied by J.B. Lippinones ?* asked the good woman.
dr—
cott & Co., Phila., at $8,50 per year.——THE
“God takes care of us,’ said the oldest.
LECTURES
ON
THE
SCIENCE
OF
RELIGION;
with
“ And are you not very cold ? No fire onl a paper on Buddhist Nihilism, and" a transia- LIVING AGE was never more successful than now
in skimming the creanr from the broad surface of
a day like this!”
tion of the Dham:
, or‘ Path of Virtue.” the best English periodicals, and serving it up in
By Max Maller,
A., author of ‘“ Lectures
‘“ Oh,when we are very cold we creep unon the Science .of Language,” ete.
New York: a very grateful way for the enjoyment and profder the quilt, and I put my arms around
It never wears out
Charles Scribner &
Co. 1872. 12mo. pp. 800. it of intelligent Americans.

what to do. I ran along toward home. ind we say ‘ Our Father’ and ¢ daily bread’
I reached Mrs. Bennett's; She was sitting évery day. God is our Father.”
near the open window.
I opened the
Tears came in the good woman's eyes.

...But.our. turn came next. I tried to hold

of

translation is performed

Says the Christian Press, a good woman

¢ And what have you to eat, pray?”
tae
reached the calico. But what shonld I do
“ When granny comes home she fetches
The girls twisted about, and grew red as with it, now
I had got it? While putting us something. Granny says God has got
“ Well, I'll not be glad to see them, " rebeets, and looked very un@omfortable and on my shoes and stockings, I determined enough. Granny calls us God's sparvows;
plied Ida.
“Nor

has been omitted

be a standard
one, and have the force of an au-

The exposition of the bookof Joshua is from the
pen of F. R. Fay, of Prussia, and the work of

it with all the agony

and playmates, and every one that knew
me. They would all see the calico,’and

He told them just to be natural, that
therein lay the great secret of being agreeable, and for them not to go to putting on
airs and making pretenses; that there are

Yet nothing esse

lators and editors shows a critical care and & icating cup in an effective way.

searching out the children of want, one cold
of childish remorse, it caught against the day last winter, tried to open a door in the
Their father said he could hardly coax
root of a bush which grew upon the bank, third story of a wretched house, when she
them
to come with him; they said: * Oh
Yes, there it stuck, where every one would heard a little voice say, ** Pull the string up
dont’t want to see anybody ; here it is Sat they are such grand, fashionable people | see it: Iwas sure they couldn’t and would high!” She looked up and saw a string,
urday, and not near all ou work done yet, that we won't know how to behave, or not see anything else.’ I beard wagon- which being pulled, lifted a latch; and she
and we were all away gypsying yesterday, what to say and do, and we'll have to sit wheels coming—coming toward the bridge. opened the door upon two half: naked chilthere as dumb and as prim as dolls, and we
‘I felt certain that Mrs. Bennett was in dren, all alone. Very cold and pitiful they
and ‘everything is out of ordet!”
“ Well, I wouldnt be glad to see the wont know how to be sociable and appear that wagon, and all my uncles, and aunts,’ looked. .
:
bridge,

would not be moved with entreaties.

larger

from the larger work, and
his later form of it is
likely to win 8 more ge
favor and exert a
wider influence. The work iy morally certain to.

anything else, such a work will

and the work performed by the

holy time P—Child at Home.

Wouldn't it be sure to float

I had stolen it?

the

elaborate discussions put into finer type, so us to
adapt it better to the use of students as a text-

same genefal characteristics as their predecessors.

sation and employment to encroach vpon

right in front of some one who would know

girls

this volume,

P. Schaff are to edit the the exploring party with a charming freshness
to
be shavers of their perils, and sets us smiling au-.
is to be heedlessly or partially done.
things that light
up the
This first installment of the work fulfills the dibly over the humorous
promise of the publishers and satisfies the ex- pages as the spirited engravings ornament them.
‘
Se
peectation of the public. The History of Philoso-|
KING
THE
phy
Ly
Ueberweg is conceded the first position SHAKESPEARE’S HISTORY OF
ol
Edited With Notes,
liam J..
among works of its class, Its collection
of authorof
the
ities and
ons is remarkable for its fullness,
High
hol
Cane, Jond Rats
and the bibliographical apparatus which it fur& Brothers,
3
16mo. pp.
:
nishes is well nigh Re
It is what'it purThese revised and annotated dramas of Shakes| ports to be, a history. ‘ It dts forth
the opinions.
and principles of the various schools of philoso- peare, edited by Mr. Rolfe, are every way sdmi-phy, and'the views of leading individual think- rable. Intended for use athome and in school,
ers, from Thales downward; with great impar- they are purged of what might offend the more
tiality appreciation and clearness. It quotes their refined
taste of this age; the text shows the reown language freely, and so secures an agree- sults of large labor in criticlam and collation;
able variety while it assures us of fairness. It is the notes are full of value and suggestiveness,
sufficiently full without being prolix, and by the and the form and style in which the volumes
are
use of two kinds of type the reader knows at brought out leave almost mothing to be desired.
once where the line is drawn beween the general This last specimen is in no'way inferior
to ftas
statements
and the detailed information and erit- predecessors,and in some respects seems to to be
ical notes. This volume brings the history down an improvement upon thenin critical value, We
to the fifteenth century; it will be completed in trust the work of putting the great dramas of the
another volume which is promised at no distant great master into this shape may go on rapidly
and meet the encouragement it deserves.
day.
The same House issues another volume
of the
To earnest students, to teachers
in the: higher
departments of instruction, to those who have excellent edition of Miss Mulboh’s works, which
the charge of libraries for societies and institu- is so timely. It is MISTRESS AND MAID which
tions of learning,
to all indeed who would bave now greets us with its clear paper, generous type
an adequate collection of works on these chief and rich green muslin, It is » 12mo. of 327 pagbranches of human knowledge and thought in es, and not one of them is either dull or unat[the smallest compass and
at the lowest price, we tractive.
We have glso Parry, from the same source,
especially commend this undertuking, and give
our emphatic approval to this first volume which a new installment of their library of select novdefines the project and illustrates the value of els, which has reached its 87nd volume. Patty
has plot and incident, character and skill.
the fruit which it is to Yel:

I thought in time, * No, I will bath-school, without one word of the prenot tell a lie, besides stealing,’ so I answer- vious day's entertainment.
Thinking to please the little fellow, we
ed that I did not feel very well. Bhe véry
kindly told me to go in the play-ground for asked, * Well, my son,did you have a pleas-

a little while.

In

us seem
library gives the amplest assurance that nothing and zest, a fidelity that often makes

fortunately

and

pages,

Profs. H. B. 8mith and

Sabbath morning
showed
us
Willie
quietly
“preparing
for SabI was going to reply ‘ Yes,’ but

point.

the

work has been somewhat abridged, and the more

what
a wicked girl I am, would shy speak
3
we watched
to me again? I went outand dMérmined
the
boy
through
the
day.
Although
ready
to get rid of the calico, but where was I to
wards and forwards, interspersed with the put it? . Everybody would be sure to see it. to speak of the Sabbath-school, its lessons,
jolliest of laughter.
I spied a hole in a post, and thought that books, “etc., orany subject connected with
I met Ida in the kitchen door with a bas- would do for a hiding-place. I squeezed it the proper occupation of the day, yet no al|
ket of pippins, and she smiled as she whis- in, and fancied that I felt happier, but the lusion was made to any week-day amuseCRITICAL, Docyst NA
Mospturicis. Cox
pered: “‘ Oh, aren't they happy and free,— brightsand beautiful colors haunted me yet. ment or employment. We wondered and
MENTARY.
Br and Rath. “New
York: NY
1872. octavo.
the preacher's daughters, of whom we were The children would see it. I must find waited
until Monday morning, which
PP. 302. Sold by 7 Lane & Co.
so afraid? This has taught us a good les- some more secure place. I got it again. brought a multitude of questions and reLenge’s great commentary.
steadily onson, hasn't it P”
and tried to chew and swallow it. Butt marks,assuring us that Willie Brent was not ward toward completion. Its plas, character
When Brother Seton had made some
aly
known that
would not do.
Oh, how wretched I was wanting in interest respecting. that Satur- and merits are so well and
of either in
calls in the village, he returned with the beginning to feel! On my way from school, day's enjoyment ; but that some deeper mo-. there is now little need of
detdil. Thesame fullness,
hness and f=
carriage for his daughters; and finding
I bad to cross a bridge over a running tive restrained his usually busy tongue until
them so perfectly at home and in the full|-‘stream of water, and there I thought I the proper time to speak of such things. delity,even in details, which struck everybody on
the appearance of the first. volume, are maintide of enjoyment, he said: ** Well, now
could get rid of it: I threw it over, and Shall not this boy's conscientious observance tained in every successive installment. The exgirls, I am going to tell on you.”
watched it slowly floating along. Now it of the Sabbath put to shame "many profess- positions of the historical books, which are here
They both jumped up, and blushed, and
whirled in a little eddy; and now it came ing Christians for allowing worldly conver- bound up in a single volume, are marked by the

Truer than these ;

‘Where’er the poor and tried and suffe
Nor with

every

all his

tle fellow. He had to say something about
whatever he saw or heard.

could say Jack Robinson.”
And so the crossfire of words went,back-

Yet we have traces of Thy footsteps far
-

om, felt as if it were piercing me

snarls of the gadding rose-bush, be fore you

Nor time effaced ;
‘Where Thy feet trod to bless we still may stand;
All can be traced. -

with

A Child’s Reproof.

the tri-cornered piece of calico, in my bos-

false hair lying on my table instead of Websters Unabridged, you'd find them scattered
among the iimbs of the maple and the

in that slumbering

yelling

baby! I'm a boy !"— Young Pilgrim.

seemed to be great lumps in my throat, and

see dresses hanging in my closet, an gaiters instead of my boots, and a knapsack of

Of Galilee;
But chiseled
on the hillsides evermore,

Thy

de-

« 1d like to see you take it from me, too!

the

upon

That is my room,” said she,

house,

cleverly 1 managed to get it. But all at
once it struck
me that I had stolen it! and question until
I began to feel very unhappy. At school would take hin
I could not attend to my lessons; there animal kingdom

cidedly.
« It is called my room,” said Bub, a tall
young man ; and the blush that overspread
his face made him look really handsome.

‘Which we tread thus;
Here through Thy triumph on Thou passedst,
calm,
On to Thy cross.

of the

or no shoes, boots or

| from the floor, and hid it in my bosom.
“In two or three minutes I was on my
way to school, every now and then looking
that is the up-stairs corner one facing the
at my beautiful calico, and thinking how

hb]

out

all

men-

the ample literaperfectly manly
on his theme,—
out prominently

might :—
be prepared either by some English or American very charming narrative, picturing the scenery
‘No, I'm not a baby! I'nmi a boy ! Shoes scholar whose special and eminent fitness for and life of the higher latitudes with great vividsuch a service is beyond question. The fact that ness, and bringing out the varied experiences.of

the view is so fine ; but if I lived here, there!
r my own, and
is one room I would want

Burst on our sigkt.

sand

ed

“Oh, how pretty it was! The longing
grew intense.
Mrs. Benuett's back. was
turned. I picked up a three-cornered piece

is is such a pretty place,” said Hannah ; *¢ the air seems so good and pure, and

The white roofs of discrowned Jerusalem

fresh

dearest little thing

ing; but did not like to ask for any.

gan to visit in earnest.

And as when gazing Thou did’st weep o’er them
From hight to hight,

The waves have washed
shore
'.

the

ever seen. I wished I had a piece of it to
put in-a patchwork quilt which I was ‘mak-

notes and see what are our likes and dislikes.” The wish was mutual. ‘So we be-

ance o'er Thee;

Lizzie,

ing a dress for Lizzie, of the most beautiful calico. I thought it the prettiest I had

and see wherein we are similar,—compare

Peasantsgo home at evening up that hill
-.
To Bethany,

strewed

I said,

like old friends, and lay aside all ceremony,

The wild fig throws broad shadows o’er it still,

were

acquaintances.

girl,

that I ever knew, about three years old.
One morning, I found Mrs.” Bennétt mak-

“ Now that you can not stay Jong,letus talk

Stil to the gardens er the brook it leads,
Quiet
and low;
Before his sheep the shepherd on it treads,
His voice they know.

These ways

little

gen-

eral health, which is always chapter first in

The rocky path still climbs the glowing steep
Of Olivet;* Though rains of two millenniums wear it deep,
Men Head it yet.

As

the

impartiality, a’ thorough

tal mastery of the subject and
ture it has called forth, and ‘a
treatment of previous Writers
these are qualities which stand
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¢ I wish I could come bagk- tomorow, ”
she said, ‘‘and begin where Ileave off to-

my head felt as if it would split, and my

have a grandma,”
er. When I'had finished, ste said, I am
like spacial pleading in it, as though Buddhism CHUCHYARD, Sung & Chorus. ~There is no trash
0
il
your
to
were the client, and the Professor, as advdcate, here.
1 need not spy a word to add
sure
‘were
using
his
‘skillful
logic
and
charming
style
|:
Tue
MUSICAL
VISITOR
has
greatly
improved,
“Among
all
other
virtues,
huniility,
the
to-day,
enough
suffered
gorrow ; you have
to gain as favorable a verdict us possi- aud is excellent. Cincinbgti: J, Church & Co.
and I don't think you will be tempted to be lowest, is pre-eminent. It is the safest be- ofble.speech
The numerous brief extracts from the
Tie SONG MESSENGER spay from the great.
dishonest again. Take some of these pieces cabise it is always at anchor; and that man Dhamapada constitute a fine collection of
of calico, and put them.in your patchwork,

and whenever you sce them,
Bhe said this 80 sincerely that
¢
1 felt m y | this day.’

day.”

remember

may be truly said to live the most

content

in his culling, that strives to li ve within the
Sompass of it.

apothegms every way creditable. The volume
is a rare and choice thing,
‘Dr, Porter's work on the Human Intellect has
.
a,

fire, less like a phoenix from the

a lark out of the meadow dew,

smoke huve not taken the charming
out of its throat. Chicago: Root &
$
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threatening anonymous letters were sent to
Kaulbach, warning him against exhibiting
the picture. He paid no attention, and let
inquisitor,. Cardinal Torquemada,

starting back in flame-like. hing

of gold at the monster's

feet.

His base

the Cardinal,

deaf to all

supporthim

while

stoop

to gras

glasses, that

author says, ‘‘ A Smoking

may

bach allowed Merkel, the well-known dealerin the Karl Strasse, to remove. it to his
premises, and bade him exhibit it for the
nefit of the
poor. “The alms which fell

dant, but of short duration.

abuan-

The attack

was directed against Herr Merkel, and with

such force that in a week the picture was
withdrawn. It is now being exhibited
without molestation in Vienna. . ..
..... No

sooner

aimed one

has

arrow

German

this

at the Fo

Hogarth

(Chaar

than kre: prepares another, “meriting - most
«deservedly a medal from the Evangelical
Alliance,

He has at this

moment a large

smoke,

chew,

spit, and

molest or make afraid.

How

have

kind!

none to

How

a smoke car, wheel about and study character amidst these sons

We look

of smoke.

but they

down the aisle and see card tables,

look forlorn, ungraced by a single gamgentlemen are here,they have,
bler ; if such
old saw, ‘ smoked their
according to
pipe and gone to bed.” We glance at the

aisle again, we see pools of saliva, the col-

or of liver { “Bilge water | Crescit eundo!
Thanks be to these gentlemen; it might
‘be worse: They might spit upon us; they
sometimes spit squarely upon the ladies,
and it makes an awful rustling with silk
flounces !

below, Peter, the old Apostle, is being

or five are gross and

:

e see about twenty

. lation of Roman Women ; while to the left

nail-

passengers; four

slouching,

evidently

drovers; six or eight are Irish and Germans; they have sufficient vitality to lazily
smoke.
Three are profoundly asleep in

by his

sympathizing family; for Kaulbach rejoic-

és in the married estute ‘of Peter, the accredited founder,of the Roman pontificate.
But it is not over this: great cartoon that

unseemly

attitudes,

and

were

they

hot

‘this suotle master deliberates most ashe
sits smoking his favorite cigar, but rather

admirable snorers, we
dead. We see a loving
ans enjoyinga black **
aristocrats enjoy their ¢

Wg te Temple,

al face; the eyes we meet remind us of the
eyes of dead fishes. We see no ladies here.

over the design for another large picture,
=A modern rendering of the Saviour clear-

tal.

he sacred figure stands within the

should count them
couple of Hibernieutty " pipe, as the
[avanas.”
,

We fail to see one brilliant and intellectu-

por-

Ladies of the superficial type tell us they de-

His sublime voice has uttered, Phy

house ehall be of all nations the house of | light in the frageance of a choice’ Havana,
prayer but ye have wade it a den of thieves” but they dare not trust their reputation.
—
0 eastern money-changers, but to moment in a smoke car | Husbands take
why net to a
She Pups and his princes, Tr
proud- their wives to entertainments,
or
boasting a long acquaintance with their smoke car P
Husband, bid your wife; young man, bid
Lord, aro now disowned by him, and go

: Aghominously forth,

The toltering, alarm-

but
drink to intoxicate, and

it only takes
elirium
then

one

tremens soon follows. We have seen
a lady
jump from the table and scream because a
sip

she would

the brandy from the little glass, and ex-

tol its flavor.

|

the refined lady sitting at your gide, to

take

acre in extent, and sending from it a dee
stream sixty to one hundred feet wide, an
(2)xten
3
to eight miles to Ocklawah

the church, though fallen from his high es- walk with (fod, are-not found in the smoke
tate, still dreams of power, and follows with’ car.—Anti- Tobacco Jour al.
feeble yet eager st 8.dhe coffers containing
treasuras of

eterdom, which

ants in the -back:ground
‘whither?

The poorest eduzution thet teaches. sel(control is better than the best that neglects

attend

are bearing away,
pe

1

of

labors

the

3

DENY

ACADEMY,

CENTRAL

INSTITUTE

PITTSFIELD, ME.
Furnishes Jollete, Preparatory, Normal, AcademiFull course of study. Terms, 10,
cal pod Ladies’
weeks.
Spring term commences Feb. 7, 1872.
Summer Term commences April 25, 1873.

Bro. H. experienced relig-

childhood, “under

in

when

Svace, print

187),

J
Y B. FILES,
a | GEORGE
Preceptor.
A.-B.,
a human eye Up- | miger Martin, ) and was baptized by y him him and
joined the church at Meredith, where he lived & | Miss NELLIE KNOWLTON, Preceptress.
:

¢

om

= weyy

AW

\

pillar

il

to mourn his death.

river. In
the spring itself fifty boats may
lie at anchor—quite a fleet.
~The sprin
thus forms a natural inland
port to whig
three steamers now run regularly from the

1870, when he united with the church in New

The man goes home, puts

and duty; but
thoroughly as was his privilege
his inas he approached the end of his journey
increased, his
terestin religions things greatly
last years giving fall evidence of sincere loye for
Christ and his people and the Christian work,

His end was peaceful and full of hope. He leaves
a wife and six children to mourn. May they be

tom of your

the exact

boat,

form

. Academies,

He

works

WEST LEBANON

when the book is printed, the most popular
writer in Britain has, from that day, g divid-

Obituaries.

Another wonder is that # Stone Mbup-

tain,”of Georgia,

which

was

TUITION}
Primary Course,
with
Common English;

Higher English,
LADZUARES,. Penmanship,

farendered

mous during the late war, has nob been
more written about, talked about, and trav

led about is unaccountable, and

want, of

admiration

for

the

PARTICULAR NOTICE! Persony wishing obit
published in the Morning Star, who do’
uaries
indicaets a
s of not patronize it, must accompany them with cash

Were it across th
Sonth'and.
would be in song, in sermon, and

ture, and travelers by scores
they now go te the pyramids:

in

ers, it

lec-

would go as

equal to five cents a line, to insure an insertion.
Brevity is specially important. ‘Not more thah a
single square van well be afforded to any single
obituary.

¢ These the work ot man,

Verses

areifadmisdible.

:

BUGENE AND BERTIE, children of
Martha Peavey, died of canker rash in
Jan. 5, and the latter
Imagine a mountain of solid granite tow- V.., the andformer
Weep
3 years respectively.
a | uged 6
ering two thousand fees, with scarcely’
for your children, for they have
its soli- parents
shrub on its defiant bald face. . InI
rest side by side, which was their wish.

Not
tude it is alme; no kindred nigh!
even the faint outline of a mountaih is disin the

distance;

and

as

turn

we

our gaze upwaid to'1ts perpendicular hight,

JULIA A., wife of Rev. Jas.

Joel and
Chelsea,
Jan. 18
not, fond"
gone to
M.

P. Longley,

The cousummmation ot madness ito do
of d-ing

to be adamrd. sopey

-

Selah

wim
sox

(12 lessons)

-

-

dO
G00

.

1.50

-

Jan. 19, after a lingering illness of more
than 10
months, aged 51 years,. She professed religion in
minthe
of
persuasion
throughithe
early life,and

it, we inten |

(ops<sie dolibaral);.|

and intention | making of work for repen
ny
ance,

MARY CHAMBERLIN, wife of Samuel G. Berry,
ly
died suddenin.

Barnstead,

eart disease, aged 72 years.

Jan.

17,

1873,

Thus a mother

of

in

srael has gone to her reward. - Our dear sister
was converted in July, 1313, while attending the
Yoarly Moeting at New Durham Ridge, and was

baptized by Rav. Joseph Boody and united
God’s people.

Hoar

subsequent, husband

‘moniously triveleud thy journey of “Jif

AA

VJ

|

MESERVEY,

A. M., Principal,

J.N. Rand, A. M.,
Miss T. A, R. Dow,
W. E.C. Rich, A. B.,
Miss Alice I, Libby,
. A. P. Bhattuck,
Miss L. UD. Moore,
H. M. Willward.
Miss E. L. Gordon.
ExPEvSES. Board, including room and washing
from $2.75 to $3 50 per week. In well-refutiateld clubs,
0pperation,
of which there are several in success
the expense varies from $1.75 to $2.25. Students desirous of boarding” themselves will find convenient
gopportunity. Studengs will provide their own sheets,
pillow-cases and towels.
”
from

$5.00

Several

térm.

Jer

$6.50

to

fall term.

Send for catalogue to the Principal or to
1
E.C. LEWIS,

Sec,

RIDGEVILLE
COLLEGE.
FALL TERM begins August 22d and continues 12
weeks. Tuition, $6.00; Incidentals, $100; Penmanship, $1.50 for twenty {essons; Instrumental Music,
$11.00; Board, $3.00 per
use of instrument,
with

s for seltweek; Board in clubs, $2.00 or lesg;
bearding af reasonable rates.
N.B. Special instruction during this term to stu-

‘dents preparing for teaching.

:

Wu.

REED, Sec.

LAPHAM

SPRING

The

TERM

20,

\

Ridgeville, Ind., July 8, 1871.

INSTITUTE.
will commence on

Monday,
:

i
Jan.29, 1873.
Complete courses of study for both sexes.
North Scituate, R. I., Jan. 1, 1872

NICHOLS LVTIN SCHOOL.

1-6 JORDAN, A. B., Prmoipal,with three Assist
:
‘
ants,
' The special work.of this school is to fit students for
College, and it is open for both sexes. The school

qualified

Massachusetts,

from

Music.

Bass. Secular or Sacred

Classes

in Vocal

Special
College.

attention

Penmanship

Music,

W ork formed, if desixgd.

given

to

rience

and

Wax

preparing

those

for
at

$3,00 per week, or pleasant rooms furnished to those
J
wishing to board themselves.
JOHN H.SHAPLEIGH. Sec.
5

GREEN

MOUNTAIN

SEMINARY,

WATERBURY CENTER,
Faculty:

;

VT.

0. A’ Mooers, A. B., Principal

E. C. Sith, Mrs. E. C, 8mith, G, A. Stockwell, Miss
Lizzie Maxfeld, L. H. Butterfield.
or
Calendar:
SprivG TERM, opens Feb.:13, 1872.
SuMMER TEM opens April 80, 1872,
Board maybe obtained in private families at,$3.50
or week. or rooms may be obtained for self-boarding. &t raasonable rates.
“Som slete courses of gudy for both sexes. Special’
attention on to thosé desiring to take a thorough
%
}
.
Music.
course fu
For further particulars, address the Principal.’ 2

PIKE
Tur

Winter

Tru

SEMINARY,
of Pike

Seminary, N.:Y., will

commence Deo, 6, 1871, under a board of competent
,
justrustion.
:

}

:
“Por order

Monday, June 24.
Tuition $25.00 a year.

M. Ei SHEPARD, Pres, Joavrd.of enstess.

»

being composed of only one

~

and

pupils,

which

is

.
.

department, a thorough-

ness in doing their work is secured from
ers

“

BOARD:

.

years ago the Trustees introduced a Commercial DeIt is
partment, which has been ver, successful.
and Agricultural
now proposed ‘to add a Scientific
the
for
years each, which opened
Course, of two
admission of students at the commencement of the

to teach Thorough

Pianoforte or Organ, by a teacher of large ex

with

together.

begins Jan. 29, 1873, and con

SPRING TERM beging Monday, Jan. 1, 1872, and
closes Friday, March 22.
.
:
SuMMER TERM begins Monday, April 1, and closes

joined

thie harsh ab the sins time. Having thus given
thamsaives to tha Lord, shortly after they gave
* Ltham olen #50 eas’ othar; for 68 years thoy . har-

i
»

G. H. RICK IR, Prin.

$4.00
4.50

dow
wv

the

Instrumental Music (20 lessons)
A 800
hos
.
¢
(10 lessons) . 600
Use of Instrument, .
2.00
An excellent opportunity will be Jiven those deg course of music, either upon the
a complete
sirin

died

the classic Palisades seem fame, and we istes was sprinkled, but in after years, following
can but wonder if it be a boulder from some her convictions, she was baptized and joined the
in which she remained till
distant sphere, suddenly, by some freak of F. Baptist church,
death. She lived by faith, died in hope andcirclerestsof
nature, ejected to our planet; or may it not ‘in
three sons and a large
peace, leaving
have been that during the great primeval friends to mourn heir loss.
Com.

what, at thé time

=.

-

Good board may be obtained in private families

That the work of an Almighty hand.”

cernible

=’.

-

A.B.

Teacher

and

Miss K. A. BAKER, Teacher of French and Drawe
S
,
ing.

ed for him as for a dear friend.

like an inverted cataract.

AC ADEMY.

Preceptress

Mss. H.L. STEVENS,
of Instrumental Music.

except on

commence at

NEW HAMPTON INSTITUTION.
The ok
tinues ten week

Tu: TION

The SPRING TERM of 11 weeks, will commence
TUESDAY, Feb. 6th, under the instruction of
A. N. MARSTON, A. B,, Principal.

smallest peble, the outline and color of the
And when this man died,
leaf that has sunk, and all the prismatic col _|ed kingdom.
Large fish suddenly, soma years ago, ens of thouors of the rainbow are reflected.
never seen his face, mournswim in it, every scale visible, and every sands, who had

movement distinctly seen, If you go over
‘the spring in a boat you will see the fissure
in the rocks, from: which the river pours up

————

&eo,

WHITESTOWN
SEMINARY.
The summer term.of this institution, will open.
March 23. Six complete courses of study for both
sexes, in which students are prepared for college, for
Over fifty graduates anteaching and for business,
ually.
.nuall;
' if Boarding Hall has been refitted and farnish:
ed, and placed under the care of the princial,
Terms moderate. Send for circular
J. 8. GAR INER, Prineipal,
Whitestown, N. Y., Feb. 1, 1872.

'

persuade
him,
Another
you it, and fails to
bot- agrees to do it, with tear of the result; but

of the

A. ¥. HUTCHINSON.

i
,
BLCe

for years after this, writing small bopks and
pieces for magazines, but wins no netice,
One
St. John’s, making close connections with and is almost altogether unknown.
the ocean steamers at Pilatka.
The clear- day, however, he goes to a bookseller in
ness of the water is truly wonderful.
It London with a neyw.work, asks him to’print
seems even more transparent than air;
feet helow the
see the bottom eigh

Funeral services by the writer.

also ready.

°

aside his pen-

takes a pen.

so

not devote himself to the service of his Lord

half a term,

Half terms
of the term.

e price of board, in clubs, varies from $1.60 to
$2.00 per week. Ladies’ clubsas well as gentlemen’s
are formed.
i"
Rooms and board in private families at readonable
rates.
‘
Send for Catalogue to the Principal.
C. A. FARWELL, Secretary.

Gloucester, having removed into the town in
1861. During some portions of his life he did

artist for your new story.” .
The young author
glances over the
sketches, and then says,
Bildly, ¢ They will
cil, partially, and

till

a member

remained

Raymond, of which he

« [ have come, sir, to show yeu some
drawings, and to get the place, if I can, of

T

in

Joseph Phinney, and united with the church

A man comes in, older than himself,

.

F. MORISON.

ISAAC SHURTLEFF .died in New Gloucester,
Me., Oct. 6, 1871, aged 65- Jears. Bro. 8. experiby
enced religion at the age of 27; was baptized

London in the full fame of his Pickwick
Papers. He is preparing a new book, to
be brought out as that was, with illustrabut still a young man, and says—

ing.
No deduction for less thon

account of sickness.
beginning and middle

friends

motherless children, and many Christian

iid

Charles Dickens sits in his chambers in

tions.

D. M. WAITT, Teacher of Writing
and Book-Keep

to bear his part of the burd -ns, and hs voice was
often heard in monthly and prayer meetings,
He had seen all of his enildren converted to God
He leaves five
and in the church ~with him.

abreast of them, if not beyond them.

a | not do.”

back to the
:

the

ion

ii
;
Thackeray loved and admired Dickens, in
spite-of the discouraging reception the latter gave him when he was a poor artist
gtranger. The interview and consequences
| described here show how a little cold treatment from the great and famehis may spur
a strong and hopeful young man to shoot

old Pope hastens down the steps, his, a seat in the smoke car, and the glory of
eartd,
§ ctator. Twoof his satellites
her whele womanly mature would frown ocean, which ounce overspread the mighty
Holl upon wheels matter attracted matter, until the
support him; @ proud peacock-fans, which down your insolence.
have 80 long aunted in one’ ditéétion; ave
ives us na.truthful idea of a smoke car, pile arose, and will stand until the ;
new blown abont 'by an uncertain wi nd. But wien of culture and fine taste, men who consummation of all things here ?
The Pontiff, however, though driven from aim for the ** higher life,” and’ like Enoch
I
ed’

91st vear of his age.

x8y-

Center Strafford,N. H.

‘MAINE

Bro. SAMUEL HART, of West Campton, N.
H., died Jan. 8, of a distressing disease, in the

Thackeray and Dickens.

full, so thin,

red ant ran across her plate, but

considerate !| We sometimes take a seat in

cartoon in hand,~~Nero receiving the Adued-to the inverted cross, surrounded

is everything en-

hold: a thimble

Car. is mcateli the afflatus,

¢ animals ” that chew the cud; where

Wearied of this continual battery, Kaul-

were

| ot

smoking, cease to think.
é
American Wonders.
Pious men eye a smoking car with horror, as a den of gamblers! But
gamblers,
in the aot of gambling, unless *‘ high" on
Silver Spring, Florida, is one of the
whisky, seldom smoke ; they have no notion
It bursts
reatest curiosities in the South,
of being thus chloroformed when they have gr
forth in the midst of the most fertile coungambling on hand. Better say a smoking ty in the State. It bubbles up in a basin
car is a grave-yard, where business men: near one hundred feet deep -and about an

studio should be burnt down to the ground.

share in consequence

well-ordered,

fragilé, and beautifully artistic, that they
would almost tempt an ascetic to drink and

cries of an
-or entreaty, waves off the
viotims,and with uplifted crutch points them
to the : hun
flames which have wready
lapped up
eir thousands at his bidding. It drown trouble, where gentlemen gently anexistence, and high felis a wonderful picture, once seen, never for- nihilate conscious
*
~
lows have a ‘“ high.”
gotten.
Railroad
gentlemen tell us they hitch on
‘The ultramontanes could not endure that
it'shonld tell its tale; the denunciations and a Smokin Si to gratify genteel folks, who
‘threats became more frequent and more hate smo. g.aud saliva. "We may callforit
vindictive. Not only the picture but the what we please, a Botany Bay, or a car they

to their

their

chanting ; and they have the loveliest Tittle

as oysters in their beds. . A French philosopher maintains that smokers, in the act of

commits

to

delicious flavor ; in short,

are about as self-satisfied and self-conscious

furious gestures an innocent

who

fié a suspe

of turmoil, wrath, and anguish.
A Smoking Car is a soporific affair, and smokers

lady and
her children
to the pile. In vain
she points to her wealth, which lies in bags
the money,

jr of public opinion,
cted grocer to show
Magazine.

The Smoking Car.

resentative of the whole atrocious
system,
who, as a hideous presence, aged, infirm,
but stall rabid for the slaughter, his locks

creatures

itself is plies
and ord
its acco

rion:

the rep-

on

er

:

:

~The Fall Term of 10 weeks will commence, Tuee"9 .
sualye Coat
SRE0%0 ae
A
S8%,
~“muition hE
Rooms canbe had for those who wish to board
pe
LAA
themselves.
Strafford Center, August 17, 1871. :

died in Dexter, Jan. 11, after weeks of severe
Sermon by the writer,
9 years.
suffering, aged
. 8S. GERRY.

plump they go into the seething brahdy dis- was given a position made vacant by the distillery, and on them depends the i
0 charge of another, whose criminal acts had
t is s
flavor of the Swedish brandy.
4 | been discovered.—Good Words.
smooth, so ‘oily, so pungent; has such

like a common vag-

for trial, so royalty

This is not true.
upon the notorious hell pon wheels!”
‘| Hell, according to our orthodoxy, is a place:

those who liked

with angry,

es

abond before li

Some

then

|
|
|
|

elano,

ea

y

oy

Ln
Re .B.,
sole 3, Heyears
ep’t.
Working Christian, lifeest Jl Campton.
Shui thehe merci
ot believeby what
oasy affected
E.
one | I
was ager
of money, of rela- | mils, sting and all. They waylay them on | wasai deeply
seen | when he move
tion and tradition | these journeys, catch them by hand, i
Paintvarie,
A
seven that were qrgunized into this | FiS8ing,Sie
Of the original
The clerk's salary was increas: | chareh,
on mets
and he has ever stood at his post as &
Wax-work and Wood Carving.
and | i heard.
Bhakespeare’s roister- andi ‘sieves, onany way to byget them,
ed several hundred dollars a year, apd he
in the temple of God, He was ever ready MRs. J. F. STEERE, Teacher of Music.

English or | tive ex

i

venge, and

AUSTIN

|j.q heen one of deeds more than words. In his
world have
and:|
church
husbands
the family,
bestandof the
|| death,
of the
of one the
been bereft
him
miss
| fathers, Sotliors and friends. We
1 She Re ae: SSabbugisetion: u in the
PiiCE, daiyteie Of Gorge nd Olio Delhi

very sharp and sometimes poisonous. The had been reading.
d
best policy to observe is, when meeting a aloud a simple and
now
And
in touching
prayerhe foroffered
himprocession of these workers, to turn aside self,’his mother and - sister, his employer,
and give them the right of way, for they and particularly for a brother clerk, who,
will grip their grain tightly and. give sting he feared, was yielding to temptation. Afafter sting, losing very little time for reter he had finished dusting he left the store,

of having had
homes. . The Swedes have | Wmeonscious
wellstored
:
b
fee
It be- | learned a way of utilizing’ these little ani- | * him.

F cheapness.

finished, so incessant had the interruption | tomesa

from visitors

to discover what had been taken,

havoc with

They make sad

parvenues who had noth- | may also hecome a real part of the system | we have here.

pre
dnstrumen Fb

and

3
While | Me., Nov. 17, 1871, of heart disease, aged 71 | oning, formedif desired.

put the establishmentin order,

to go behind the counter, and taking some-

———

ing. whatever to do with its eommence- | by the legitimate influence of his good sense
would only
tment,
as the world grows, the glamor of
But administration.
state.”use it * as a | upon
their military
Tor who
is and
:
for
, full of indignation, he pushed his | royality necessarily vanishes. Restored
oo
qualities of a
shat down over his brow and strode out of | moment by the dazzling
y born to a
Ho, letting the folding doors bang | really superior man, inks

al

Yoav, Bro. cathe from Nit to Mahe may | #28 0% Pm
| waiting for the dust to setio, he was seen | {dentified
himself with the F. Baptist’ church, of | Northwood, X. H, Nov,3.
and

Information for Tipplers.

A

Bro, Jory Tucker died in So. Sangerville, 3] | © ich AA

he Lives

Go hl

ola y Bhp

;

BiYNOLDS Sec.

The. WinTER TERM of this Instiution will commence
4th, og rk gs go oSkt and
| P58.

he remaived & worthy member till he foll
ants of Sweden are a formid- thing from beneath it, place it in the breast | which
that the great master Kaulbach should | manly, modest} sagacious, courteous kinghe | | ableTheraceblackof workers,
was now alive instanuy,_Jkbia Dusty. without 3 age irom
merchant
The
coat.
his
of
an
than
larger
much
but
imagination,
e
h
t
satisfiés
only
not
|
for
t the Reformation
Songesocnd to
and what | SE ic, ge we ber is not formed. But his “life
n, for simple

aTIUce QepRcueiLs of the Coleg.
§ Treas

NORTHWOOD SEMINARY.

as was her wont.set hee
| ing of her death she'had,

the time a reality.

for

creaked, he expressed

<

8.

“Be

The’

tural. College.

half an hour or more after the | tending toe Penn, Agric

elves, only | unobserved. Having sent the young, man
a Lg toby be 14 pe
a, and have | on an errand just before the hour of closing, hpi
Com.
ing our place | he entered his place of concealment. The | « ghe had another morn than ours.”

#8

Duke of | may endure as long as a'tradition"9r

Weimar to adorn Wartburg with pictutes | or romantic and imaginative regard
of the Reformation as the place of its ori- | certain family survives, and as long as

pred
Bs stam
i and even
room

first

for
stern, and | mained
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experiment was once trigd on a child in Florence. Pope Leo X., on the occasion of his accession to the papal chair, wished tohave a living figure to represent the Golden Age, and so
he gilded a poor child all over with varnish and
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phorus about the size of a pea, apon which pour
some olive oil heatedto the boiling point, filling
the vial about one-third full, and then seal the
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form somewhat resembling the newspapers of
half a century afterward, was sent by Lord Burleigh, then prime minister of Queen Elizabeth,
ih the year 1588.
The intelligence related to
the fact of the Spanish armada having made a descent on the English coast.

In Louisiana itis a legal holiday, business being
“suspended
and the schools closed,
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perfect working order, removing obstructions by
frequent applications of water, or by some other

y for immediate use. ‘Any of the
efforts made with that view have yet been able to | anure,
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explain. There can be no doubt that the first
printed intelligence of importance transmitted by hog#head for another twelve months’ slumber.
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stances under which it made its appearance ; but

Brigham Young has been quite ill for the pat
three days, and it'is said his strength is failing
rapidly.’
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The United States Circuit Court’ of' Michigan
has decided that bonds issued By towns and
counties in aid of railroads must be paid.

Monday

is the

Much curiosity has been felf to learn the date

Chicago is the third city in the Union, in point
‘of Post-office receipts. New York and Philadel. phia lead her.

A Fenian national convention
00 meet in New York May 16.
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The Maryland fishery police fleet oon-
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reasons that the

Pepys wrote in his diary,

and Charles Atwater of New Haven for lieutenant-governor. A *‘ néw departure ” was taken in

body—passes through the tubes;

failto see the importance

and are manned by crews who take delight in
catching the insensate bivalve, but who have no

machinery

maintenance is $21,000.

The Connecticut democratic State convention
was held in New Haven the 6th, Richard D. Hubbard of Hartford was nominated for governor,
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suuk to prevent capture by the
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preservation.

deep

great enemy of the fishery. It destroys aud ruins
the beds, while tong-fishing simply gathers the

.and Tows delegations to the national éonvention.
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duction of ice is the amount of wind. When it
approaches a breeze no iceis formed. This is
explained by such
rapid currents of air removing the cold air, vil any accumulation of iée
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agonizing

for

thought for -the future

Senator Wilson has received assurances of the
support for the

and

Another important cireumstance in the pro-

taking the greatest quantity of oysters

transferred the legation to the charge of Colonel
Hoffman, first secretary.
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which, if allowedto remain in the system for a
brief space of time, would cause death.
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over them; and the quantity condensed by the
cold wind.
A mist in like mann¥r forms over

THere are upon the

waters of the ‘Ghosapeake between six and

New
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The amount of liquid matter which

been formed. On such occasions a mist is seen
hovering over the ice-beds, from. fhe moisture

miles of oyster front, including 40 miles of the
‘Potomac River. The oyster fishermen live comfortably, and the packers and large dealers ac-
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night from north north-west to a less favorable
direction, the change not only prevents the formation of moreice, but dissolves what may have
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for solid and permanent investments, is evinced by
the facts that
Five-Twenty Bonds of 1867 are selling at “size 118

heavy enough to reach down to the boue and to
inflame it.—Hall’s Journal of Health.

.rection of wind for making ice, and this diminishes in poweras it approaches the due north or
west.
In the latter case more latitude is allowed

great is the influence
on the ice, that when

terruption mati

The scarcity of, and demand for, really

of ten hundred weight of ice will be obtained through the microscopal tubes of the skin in
from ome bed, and from twenty beds upward of ‘twenty-four hours,in an adult person of ‘sound
health, is about sixteen fluid ounces, or one
ten tons.
‘When the wind attains a southerly or easterly pint. Ohe ounce of the sixteen is solid matter,
direction, no ice is formed, from its not being made up of organic or inorganic sabstances,

than from the north north-west to the north.

Fishery Police states that Maryland has 125

The congressional committee én retrenchment
and investigation in session in New York adjourned on Saturday to meét thereafter in Wash-

to return

the

prospect of agreement.

The Osage Indians secured 10.000 Buffalo robes
during their late hunt.
hus’ been

upon

in deciding

were still discussing the point at issue, with

of the

Union.

Denver

at the delay of the jury

settled by themselves the matter in dispute,
walking off arm in arm while the twelve jurymen

exceed

States

Pleas in
impatient
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Very respectfully yours,
C. P. HUNTINGTON, President.
In compliance
with the foregoing instructions, the
price of the Bonds,from this date until further orders,
will be 04 and accrued interest.

the case of the extraction of an aching tooth. The
cause of a felon is usually a bruise of the finger,
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the agonizing pain is just as instantaneous, as in

The north north-west is the most fayorable di

merits of the case, andin a few minutes aimeably

the aggregate

admitted

attention of, the Court of Common
Hartford, for several dafs, became

remen

‘animated scenes to ly witnight
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for the cure is just as certain, and the relief from

sufficiently dry, not even though the temperature
of the air be lower than when it is made with
the wind more from a northern or western point.

The litigants in a suit which had occupied the

itis

tougher

emlpoyed in securing the ice for some hours
every morning that ice is procured, and this
Inu favorable

. $i
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od surgeon advises the use of the lancet as above;

tained, called-flower-ice.
Upward of 350 peraons, of all dzes, are actively

nessed in Bengal.

.and the Fourth charches—and also that $800 had

disease in Burlington in that State, Thursday.
It is said that the

him
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waiting for the matter to be absorbed or make”
its way through the tough temdon, the educat-

three o’clock in the morning thinner ice
is expected, called paper-ice; and when about four
or five o’clock in the morning the thinnest is 0b

forms one of the most

that $15,000 had been raised for the benefit of
‘the three churches of his denomination which
suffered most from the fire—Unity, the Third

Several of the Texaé State officials have been
indicted, charged with being engaged in election
frauds,
The snow blockade of the Union Pacific Ral
road continues with no prospect of travel being resumed for several days.

by nearly

followed

Robert Collyer is in receipt of & eommunica~

The remains of a mastodon were exhumed
in the town of Mount Hope, Orange Co., N. Y.

of Iowa,

who

men row living,

erred in not allowing the defense the closing
argument and in permitting evidence to be taken
of her former bad character as to chastity.

Grimes,

wheelwright,

that calling for many a day within the memory of

ported, has been granted a new trial by the
supreme court on the ground that the court

Ex-Senator

vulgar

when
much

many

tenths .of an inch in thickness. and in a few
very favorable nights the wholeof the water is

thereby.

£0.R.R co.

oe

than one under the thin skin, and that it must
take longer to make its way through the fascia
than through the skin; hence, instead of passing

the

tested election case was decided in favor of Mr,

Mrs.

pecuniarily

Ais

The facts are, that who-

uncomfortably

pain of a boil

boom, about 100 miles from Hooghly, the freezing commences beforeor about midnight, and

to advamce until morning, when

aud Phat

18,
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of Sencgal | mairoas

tougher than ‘paper, it is esky to sce that the

the hills of considerable elevation near Bheercontinues

Noveunen

& HATCH,
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bursts and lets ou!

steady airs

was defcated.
Inthe House several uwimportant bills were acted upon.
The Arkansas con-

MISCELLANEOUS.

profit

is quite

process;

two years, and has begun

Boles.

to

Bky

the ‘congealing

from the north north-west, which proceed from

A Mr. Bidwell, of South Haven, Mich., is engaged extensively in the cultivation of figs. He
has three hundred flourishing trees at present.
He has secured four crops from them in the past’

of fifty-two, which was less than two-thirds, and

or

calmness has been discoveredby the nativesto
diminish the quantity of fee produced. When

increases

1676, and another is a Spanish coin, dated 1749.

rights amend-

ment was adopted, and the bill was further disoussed and amended. Finally a vote was taken
upon the bill,

dug up by laborers engaged in making an excavation for the bed of a new boiler in the back
part of a house in North Third-st.,. Philadelphia.

oe

wesditceind to a

mae win

quicker.
There are about 4,600 plates in each of the beds
clear.
last made, and if we sallow five ounces for each
‘When outer windows are open it is well to have
dish, which presents a surface of about four inchThe Virginia peanut crop for 1871 was 225450
them dowu at the top two inches and up at the
es
square,
there
will
be
an,
aggregate
of
239
galbushels. ' Tennessee raised about as many ‘more,
bottom for the same space.
North Carolina mearly a hundred thousand lons, and a surface of 1580 square feet of water
bushels and
Georgia 20,000. About £00,000 in€ach bed.
Cure for a Felon, ;
In the cold season, when the temperature of
bushels were
umed in this country, 1yrge im«
| the air at the ice-ficlds is under 50 degrees FahThere Is a scientif
election case, the committee reported in favor of portations coming from Africa.
renheit, and there are gentle airs from the north- |Mr. Myers, the sitting member. The educationThe number of emigrants who sailéd from
ern and western direction, ice forms in the ly and always.
fund bill was passed as. amended. “The greager Liverpool during the month of January exceeds
course of the night in each of the shallow dishes.
lancet down to
part ot the day was spent In drawing for seats.
that of December by 1,150, The burning of ChiPérsons are stationed to observe when a small tween the bone 1
On Friday, in the Senate,the resolution asking cago seems to have stimulated-the emigration of film appears upon the water in the dishes, when
doctors love: to
the President for information relative to the al- carpenters and masons.
sli contents of several are mixed together and the skin only, $k
leged intention of Great Britain to revoke the
Ancient gold coins, to the value of $500, were
thrown -over the other dishes. This operation “ breaks,” that a

feet and six itiches, aud the water is remarkably
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letter of Mr, RoTonoN,

54 WIlllAM Street, New Y

Modnre. Fiex

tles near the floor and is rebreathed, and if in a
very condensed form, he will die: before morning. Henee we must be governed by circumstance. The first thing is, you must be comfortably warm during sleep, otherwise you are not
refreshed, and inflammation of the lungs may
be engendered, and life destroyed within a few
days. An open door and an open fireplace are
sufficient for ordinary purposes in cold weather.

being
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three or four parts of wa.

unwisely.

sleeps

formed by

more water is put into the dish-

removed,

Lo

To hoist a window sky-high when the mercury
is at zero is an sbsurdity. The colder a sleeping
apartment is the more unhealthy does it bes
come, because cold condenses the carbonic acid

es nearest the western end of the beds, as the
sun first falls on that part, and the ice is thus

®
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It gives a very brilliant surface to leather

and written

put into each dish; and when less is expected,
from two to four ounces is the usual quantity;

Australia

rent of water was found recently which it is

by

for
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Very much has been
oon. writen on this subject

the clearness of the sky, and the steadiness with
which the wind blows from the north north-west.
When favorable, about” eight ounces of water is

thou.

Kansas,a

straw, and

Byes

44 5.

President of the Company :

Open Windows at Night.

dishes are arranged

rods, each is filled about a third

but, in all cases,

In drilling to find coal in West

ter.

with water. The quantity,however.varies according to the expectation of ice,~which is known by

several months ago.

the bill.
On Thursday, in the Senate, a bill to establish
& semi-monthly mail to China was reported. The
bill for the callingof $3,000,000 of the three per
cent, certificates mounthly was passed, Senator
Sumner withdrew
his consent to cancel the
white” section of his civil-rights amendment,
snd a motionto strike it out “was lost. It was,
however, amended by removing the section con<
. cerning churches. A final vote was nof reached.
Inthe Hotse, tn the ‘Pennsylvania contested-

rows upen the

oe
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Ived in 1 and a half
kilos of water is
When required for use, this Seki

must be diluted, with

that the whole may be kept dry, and the 'waterjars’ between the beds are filled with soft pure
earthen

which 300

gum
added.

the loese straw in the beds

the shallow

Van

while stil] hot is added to the first, abd throu

above the sheaves is occasionally turned up, so

long bamboo

like this is only one of the mary which the Me.

educational fund bill occupied nearly the entire
‘session. Most of the pending amendments were

the day

small earthén

Central road gives its patrons, hd she public is
not slow to appreciate its enterprise.
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adds 000 grammes of hot olive-ofl and subsequently 60 grammes of stearine, This mixture

Wy stirred
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cut into small pieces, and ‘When perfectly fluid

are nine inches

most throughout, when water iv put into them.
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ing Boston in the early evening. An opportunity
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in diameter at the top, a
hiog to four and
three-tenth inches at the “bottom, one aud threetenth ‘inches ‘deep, and three-tenths of an inch
in thickness, ‘and are so ‘porous ak $0 become

ing

ing the sea by Hampton and Lynn, and so reach-

was rejected; and the last-named’ Senator con-

unglaged. earthen vessels in which

it is to be frozen.
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gently 150 grammes’ of gutta-perchs, proviously

water from the neighboring pools. Toward even-

morning,and
be whirled away through the
beautiful country, along by the Kennebec, skirt-

money from the national Treasury. The amnesty bill progressed a little. Mr. Carpenter's substitute for Mr. Sumner’s civil rights amendment

laws, state and national, which

of locomotion,

to take a seat in a parlor car at Bangorin the

whether
any Senator had illegally received any

sented

Tt is real

large earthen water jars are sunk iw the ground
for the convenience of having water near, to fill
the shallow

ih gutta-
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The suoctessful and rapid negotiation of

percha, olive-oil, and glycerine,w!
he states
possesses the advantage of rendering leather
more waterproof, at the same time muking it more
supple, and increasing its durability.’ He takes
Sor4ki
mes of
e black,
one kilo.
of ivory
k, and
them thoroughly with
0 kilos molasses and 6 kilosglycerine, until they
are perfectly incorporated.
next melts very

dry, when rice straw in small sheaves is laid in

For
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direction, from Which the soll is removed to the’
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English Mechanic.
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westerly

ing which the House adjourned, hAving sccobo- . Railroad travel in Maine hag undergone quite|. the ground. Numerous beds
of this kind are form
a transformation within the last year or two. ed with narrow pathways hetween themin which
. plished nothing.
On Tuesday, in the Senate, # BY wis reported

I

Pope

and: Beaters |in” Government Securities,

| reetly from the trough
into running
“Which they are to ba removed, pressed out and’

depth of two feet. This excavation is smoothed,
and is allowed to remain exposed to the sun to
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tempt to secure a new draw for seats, and pend-
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If the materigl is heavy, the

barrel lies entirely in thie” bath, and a pair of
rollers fixéd shove it'ard uséd'to press out the
superfluous liquid, The" atticles are "carried di- |
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